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Warthen to Keiser:

'Go ahead, make my day'

St.udent senator and BSU president make national TV over safety, gun flap
By Lisa Krepel

The UniversIty News
ASBSU Senator
Gretchen
Warthen and BSU President John
H. Keiser exchanged words after a
Students fora Safer University rally
on Tuesday.
Warthen accused the university
of indifference to student safety
concerns. Keiser called Warthen's
suggestion "stupid and irresponsible."
Warthen told the crowd of approximately 250 of her intention to
submit a bill to the ASBSU senate
allowing students to carry handguns on campus.
Warthen's bill would amend the
student code of conduct to conform

with Idaho Code section 18-3302
which allows Idaho citizens to carry
concealed weapons with a permit
"Safety has been an issue on campus for a long time," Warthen said
during an interview.
"Every time I tried to talk to the
administration about the safety issue they sent me to a different office. There is a Iotoffinger-pointing
going on, and no one will take responsibility,'Warthen said.
Warthen said Keisertold her guns
would never beallowed on campus.
Keisercalled the proposal "stupid
and irresponsible," at the rally, and
stood by his statement in a later
interview.
''The way to make campus unsafe

is to ann everyone," Keiser said.
Keiser called Warthen's worries
over campus security groundless
and said Boise State is the safest
campus in the northwest, according to campus police statistics.
"There is absolutely no reason
for arming students in my view. It
willneverhappen because ithasto
come through my office," Keiser
said.'
"Idon't think Keiser is that aware
of student concerns, especially
those of non-traditional women
students," Warthen said.
Warthen wants better lighting in
the center of campus as well as on
University Drive. She also wants
emergency phones installed around

Continued on Page 24

ROTC at Table Rock promotes male bondi ng
By Christina Williams
The University News
The ROTC atBSU achieves the
unbelievable' by bringing members new activities and memorable
learning experiences.
. On September 19 a group of 30
freshmen and sophomore ROTC
students setout towardTableRock
to obtain a required goal of repelling.
TheROTC'saimistogivethose
involved new techniques in training and experiences that provide a
sense of camaraderie.
This particular repelling activ-

ity,neverauemptedbeforeatTable
Rock, was accomplished with skill
and enthusiasm.
Under the direction of assistant
professor and Military Science
Training Officer Major Gregory
A. Quinin, a transformation took
place over the group. Fear and
excitement gave way to the encouragementand teamwork of the
group as a whole.
Fourteen of the 30 ROTC members had never been through the
techniques or the initial experience
of repelling. These people went

Continued on on Page 24
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Senator Warthen shoots straight talk on campus safety.

Environmental issues top press meet
By Loren Petty
The University News
"Do we have to accept environmental hardship as a necessary
part of a healthy economy?" This
question was posed by Kent
Laverty of the Idaho Conservation League, at the annual Idaho
Press Club fall reporter's workshop,' Sept. 29 at Redfish Lake.
Laverty was one of several guest
speakers at the workshop,''Money
and Idaho: Different Shades of
Green," which focused on Idaho
economic issues.

The answer to the above question
is no, according to Laverty. For example, he said environmental preservation actually encourages economic growth. He said population
centers bordering wilderness areas
grow at twice the rate of their ruraJ
counterparts. Laverty also outlined
the economic benefits of hunting
and fishing, which he said brought
$500 million to the state in 1985.
Incontrast, Laverty said thecostof
correcting pollution and congestion
from industrial development would
be much greater than the cost of .

Students shorted homecoming tickets
By Lily Looney
The University News
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ROTC members practice some routine rock climbing
maneuvers at a recent Table Rock outing.

might want to start getting their tickets earlier in the week.
Rumor had it that some student
Havoc hit the Union Station Fri- tickets had been sold to the general
day as they gave out the last student public and the result of which was
section tickets for the big home- the ticket shortage Friday afternoon.
coming game with the Montana
When asked about the situation,
Grizzlies.
Union Station denied the rumor sayThe ticket office allocates 5,106 ing, "Student tickets were gone at
student seating tickets for each about 12:30 p.m, We didn't sell
game. Union Station policy states any student tickets at all; we used to
that tickets will be available until ' do that if any tickets were left over
Friday at 5:00 p.m, the day before after 5 p.m, Friday, but. since the
the game or until those tickets run change in seating, that hasn't been
ouL
done."
Because of the higher demand
There were some tickets still
for tickets to some games, such as availableinthereservedseatingarea.
the homecoming game, students
Continued on Page 24 .

preventing it.
Wendy Soth Jaquet, representing the Sun Valley-Ketchum
Chamber of Commerce, knows all
about congestion. She said her area
has experienced
a population
growth of over 3,500 residents in
the last 10 years. Jaquet listed
several problems associated with
that growth and attributes them to

Continued on Page 24

The ACLU will have a meeting
featuring ACLU attorney and
state coordinator on OcL 16 at
5:30 p.m, in the' SPEC Blue
Room . Also happening will be
a meeting featuring Carl Maxey,
renowned civil rights attorney,
on Oct. 13 at 2 p.m. in the Big
Four Room of the SUB.

;

Amnesty International will be
meeting Friday, Oct. 12 in the
Lookout Room of the SUB at 3
p.m. For more information call
Tara Schwed at 343-8308.
"

The International
Students
Association's next meeting will
be held Thursday, October 11 at
4 pm, in the Red Room of the
SPEC Center.

.
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College blacks
decline

the Duck Invitational.
with an impressive win over equally
Marty Most of the BSU
•
impressive competition.
communication department is the
'i
BoiseStatedefeatedtheU~iver.
_
sity of Nevada - Las Vegas m the team's coach. For more informaShrinking federal financial aid
fmal round to win the University of tion, contact Most at 385·1920.
and a recent shift toward student
Student apathy received a severe an~IgnacioEll~~.
Thestudents
uiah's Fall Classic in Salt Lake
loans, could be a key reason for
jolt last week when th~Studentsfor
~lIev~ an ~fficl81 sister CIty rela- City on Sept 22.
cold-drill submissions blacks' declining college enrollCentral America held Its firstrneettionship will promote a broader
BSUsophomores~hawn~Dunn,
ment. a new survey suggests.
ing. The students in alliance with awareness of the Central Amencan
Eagle, and CJ Martin, BOIse, deBlackstudents"havecometorely
the Boise Coalition for Central
crisis and might offer some pro~feated UNL V on a split decision to
BSU's literary magazine coldAmerica, will work to change U.S. tion to the citizens of IgnaCIO earn the title with a record of 8-2,.a drill is seeking contributions for heavily on financial aid - espeforeign policy in Central America Ellacuria.
.
mark that included wins over Ari- its 1991 issue. Submission dead- cially federal aid -to enable them
to attend college," says Alexander
because they believe it maintains a
In the commg weeks, the stu- zona State, Eastern Utah, Carroll
line is December 1,1990.
Astin, director of the Higher Edusystem of armed repression and dents ~ill embark upon the follow- College, Southern. Utah, Ricks
The award-winning magazine-ineconomic exploitation throughout
109 projects:
College and the Umted States Air a-box is being edited in 1991 by cation Research Institute at the University of California, Los Angeles.
the region. In addition, the students
:- October 1-1.4 Cann~ food Force Academy.
.
Bob Moore, an English graduate
Since 1971, the institute has
will provide material assistance for drive f~rrefugees 10 I~o. Brns for
It w~s th~ second consec!ltivc
student who most recently edited
conducted annual surveys of about
the 7,CXXJCentral American refu- foo? WIll ~ l~ted 10 the ~tudcnt charnplOnshlpattheFallClasslcfor
Nexus atWrightStateUniversity
300,000 freshmen. The new 1989
gees living here in I~o, and for Umon Building and .the library. Boise State. Last year the team of in Ohio.
Ignacio Ellacuria, BOIse's unoffi- Infantformutaisespeciallyneeded.
Dunn and Mack Sermon took th.e
Moore said his issue will be "in- survey involves 18,000 selected to
cia! "sister city" in El Salvador. .
- October 6 ~~ El Salvador
title. According '? tournament di- ternational, with a focus on mysti- reflect U.S. blacks starting college.
TheresidentsofIgnacioEllacuna
Walk-a-thon. This IS part of anarector and University ofUtah debate cism and surrealism," Among the
have recently returned from Hon- tionwidceffort,andtheproceedsof
coach Becky Bjork, Dunn's back- contributors to the 1991 issue are
duras where they sought refuge Boise walkers
will go to to-back titles were the first con- Edouard Roditi, an early avantfrom ihe Salvadorean War. Since Communidad Ignacio Ellacuria.
secutive championships by an indi- garde writer who wrote for Blues
their return, the U.S.-supported
- October 14 A Guatemalan
vidualintheevent's21-yearhistory.
magazine in the 1920s; Tsuji
army of El Salvador has bombed,
refugee, Delia Yolanda ~onteJo,
Twenty-two colleges and universiSetsuko, a Japanese photographer;
strafed rocketed and mortared their will share her expenences 10 a lec-' ties participated in the two-day
Ira Cohen, a psychedelic photogravillage'on several occasions.
ture delivered at the Lookout room tournament, held on the U of U pher; John Brandy, a New Mexico
Students for Central America of the SUB at 7 p.m.
.
campus. In addition to host Utah, poet and watercolorist; and a Thohope to raise money for food, housThe students for Central Amenca
other institutions competing in- mas Rain Crowe interview with
ing and health care in the village; in meet on the first Tu~day of t?ch
eluded the University of Denver,
composer Phillip Glass.
addition, they plan to lobby for of- month. For further. information,
Northern Arizona, San Diego State,
To be released in Maret! 1991,
flcial ties between the city of Boise callDeanahMessengerat384-92p3.
Gonzaga, Colorado, Wyoming,
cold-drill will also include a
record of one-minute songs, a post~~!a-Marymount
and Colorado
card series and cassette tapes.
Boise State competitors also won
Moore said he is looking for
Students continue to enroll in increase enrollment, and BSU is several individual awards. Martin
record numbers at BSU, with this attracting more students from Boise was named the tournament's out- "hard-hitting artwork, poetry and
fiction, especially avant-garde."
fall's 13,517 student "head count" area high schools, Selland said.
standing debater among underMaterial should be sent to Moore,
up 7.4 percent from last year.
To accomodate the additional
classmen. In public speaking com- English Department, Boise State
This is the first time a university
demand for courses, the university
petition, Mike Nazareth, a junior
in Idaho has enrolled more than added 27 sections, most in intro- from Jerome, took fourth in infor- University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID 83725.
ductory courses in English compo13,CXXJstudents.
mative speaking with a presentation
BSU Vice President Larry Selland sition, communication and the sci- on McDonald's Corporation busisaid the increase is the result of ences.
ness practices. Dunn finished sixth,
several factors.
BSU also leads the state with
in extemporaneous speaking, an
13Y Loren PettY.
"More studentsand parents are 9,552 "full-time equivalent" stuevent that requires the speaker to
The University News
realizing the value of an education. dents, up 5.6 percent from last fall.
draw a current-events topic and
Many changes are taking place in
Brosh up on your job interviewWhile the FTE figure does not prepare a speech within 30 minutes.
"Everyday there's a thousand
the workplace, and students under- represent actual students, the total then deliver a seven-minute analying skills at Boise Public Library
different ways that we Americans
stand the need to keep pace," he is important because it is part of the sis of the topic. BSU debaters Danny during the flrst two "Job Search
desecrate the flag. We do it by not
said.
Skills for the '90s" workshops. The paying attention, primarily, to the
calculation used to determine how Stewart, a junior from Twin Falls,
That is especially true in graduate
workshop
begins
at
2
p.m,
on
Sunthe state budget will be divided.
and Heather Klukkert, a senior from
U.S. Constitution." These are the
education, Selland said. Enrollment
day, October 21 in the auditorium.
Graduate enrollment at BSU Meridian, also earned high marks.
words of renowned civil rights atin BSU's graduate programs in- reached 1,495 students, also more
The Idaho Department of Em- torney Carl Maxey. Maxey will be
The next tournament for
creased 19 percent
ployment
Job
Service
will
conduct
than any previous year.
the BSU squad will be the Ricks
speaking this. Saturday at 2 p.m, in
The university's image is imCollege Invitational Oct 12 and 1'3. the workshops. There is no registhe Big Four Room at the BSU
proving each year because of in- Debate team wins
Two weeks later, Boise State trav- tration or fee for the workshops.
Student
Union.
'
creased research, beuer teaching and
The second one, on resume writing,
Maxey'stopicis
"ThePoliticsof
The BSU debate team began the els to the University of Oregon to is scheduled for Thursday, Novemadditional programs, he said.
open defense of its Northwest FoGeorge Bush (How He Burns The
Recentpublicity over BSU' s new 1990-91 season the same way it rensic Conference championship at ber 15.
Flag)," He said Bush's proclamastarted
the
1989-90
campaign
library addition may have helped
tion of creating a kinder, gentler
nation is empty rhetoric. "The big•
HE\' yom
gest insult ... was one on the camHEV VOU!
JJ
paign of wrapping himself about
YOU' JJEY you:
,
the flag and then, dragging the poor,
HEV VOU!
HEV \ O.
HEV YOU! HEY yom
black body of Willy Horton behind
him. Thereby, subjugating every
JJEY HEV \'ou~,
black citizen in the United States to
the degradation and humiliation of
HEY YOU! 'lOl(
1IlIp
being looked upon as a fellow
PARK
convict,"
I
COIN LAUNDRY
Maxey was invited to speak by
1512 N.13TH
the BSU Student Chapter of the
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS LOOKING FOR
American Civil Liberties Union. He
HYDE PARK
has a long, distinguished career in
18 standard GE Washers
11 Large Dryers
civil rights. Maxey has been ap~
FOR THE FOLLOWING PAID POSmONS:
pointed by five different presidents
to be the Washington state chair of
1-251b and 1- 50lb
the United States Civil Rights
Heavy duly washers
Commission. He has been defendCAR VAC AVAILABLEI
ing civil liberties and constitutlonal
PARKING IN BACK
rights for 40 years.

Students for Central America meet-

BSU enrollment expands

Maxey to speak

Job interview
seminar
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Help available for Boise State students
!ly Matt

Fritsch

The University News
On the west end of campus,
through the door, up the elevator
and around the corner, is where to
fmd the obscure but very resourceful Counseling and Testing Center.
Headed by Dr. Jim Nicholson, the
ere offers students and faculty a
wide range of information and services to deal with a gamut of problems encountered by everyday life.
"We (counselors) are not doing
long term psychoanalysis,justshort
time problem solving for healthy
people with everyday problems,"
Nicholson explains.
There are three levels of support
within the center. The fIrSt level is
the senior level of support. There
are the five licensed professional
psychologists who are available for
pnvate counseling. In addition to

private counseling, the psychologists work with an outreach program
to help make their services more
readily known to students on campus.
The second level of support within
the center is the interns. There are
seven interns who are fmishing their
masters programs, at the College of
Idaho or Idaho State University or
have finished their masters and are
aWaitin~ state licensing.
The thud level of support involves
paraprofessionals/peer counselors.
These are carefully screened and
monitored BSU undergraduates,
usually juniors or seniors, who are
trained to do very specific jobs
within the center.
The paraprofessionals help in the
educational workshops that take
place in the center. Workshops on
career development, stress management and test anxiety are some

of the workshops covered this fall.
These workshops range in size from
15 to 20 people.
Senior staff and interns are conducting workshops on more personal problems such as co-dependency, eating disorders (anorexia/
bulimia) and building healthy relationships.
"With an average age between 35
and 40 years of age the interns bring
in a lot of experience to the counseling
center
themselves,"
Nicholson added, "these are not
graduates who come right off the
streel"
The counseling center gained accreditation from the International
Association ofCounselin~ Services
in 1989. Gaining accreditation involved a year long review of daily
operations at the center. The lACS
is the only accreditation association
of counseling centers in. the world

and BSU is one of only a handful of
schools accredited in the northwest.
The pressure and demand on students takes its toll and results in
different problems. As each semester progresses there are more and
more problems to be dealt with.
"All age levels have concerns, the
concerns are just different for each
age group," explained Nicholson
about the differences between traditional and non-traditional students.
The counseling center works
closely with the Student Health
Center and Dr. David Rice, a psychiatrist, as a consultant as needed.
The center also networks with the
Boise community
channeling
people to other state agencies when
necessary. The center also works
closely with the WellnessProgram.
The center is also the official
testing center on campus and is di-

rectly involved with the proctoring
of all national standardized tests'
administered on campus. Tests such
as the Graduate Record Exam
(GRE) or the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) are all administered by the counseling center. Students can also access the
SIGI Plus computer program. The
center can also administer psychological tests to fmd more out more
information about people but not to
diagnose problems.
The center receives all its funding
from the state and therefore does
not charge for its services. All full
time students of six hours or more
are eligible for free services. For
more information call 385-1601 or
385-1602 or stop by on the sixth
floor of the Education Building.

Marriott aids student fight against ch61esterol
By Holly Capl's

The University News
French fries, bacon cheeseburgers,
hot fudge sundaes and chocolate
candy bars are "m-m-good",
In our fast-paced world, eating
these kinds of foods is quick and
easy. The vast array of fast food
eateries; strategically placed candy
machines and ice cream shops with
countless flavors is testimony to
our bon appetit,
A drawback to these seemingly
delicious taste treats is the arteryclogging substance called cholesterol
' .
Cholesterol, which is a fat-like
componentofallbody cells, is found
in certain types o( food. The excessive intake of these foods can
elevate the amount of cholesterol in
the blood to dangerous revels.
Cholesterol has been linked to
heartdisease. In recent years there
has been anotable controversy over
the importance of cholesterol and
heart disease.
The American Heart Association
pamphlet, "Cholesterol and Your
Heart" states cholesterol is one of
three major risk factors for heart
attack. The other two are cigarette
smoking and high blood pressure.
Curtailing your intake of highcholesterol foods is an easy way to
fight heart disease.
Public awareness of this issue has
had an impact on what types of
foods are offered on campus.
"There has been a big changeover
the last few years in the purchasing
of low-cholesterol
items," said
Broce Turner, general manager of
Marriott Foods at BSU.
Turner listed several ways in which

oromer:

Marriott has helped students fight
cholesterol.
Vegetable oil is used in preparing
all of the fried foods on campus
such as french fries and doughnuts.
Alternative choices to foods deepfat fried, include a grilled chicken
sandwich and muffins or quick
breads.
,
A wellness program in the residence dining menu gives students
the opportunity to choose from a
variety of items allowing an intake
of brans, fiber, pasta and beats in
a,ppropriate propernons,
There is also a
"wellness comer"
in the Pavilion
which offen ait ern at i v e CO
~'O
snacksofnatu~
rat juices and turkey
0:>
sandwiches instead of popcorn and
hotdogs. .
.
Turner has noticed an increase in
the number of vegetarian items
chosen over meat items in the residence dining hall since the beginning of this semester.
"Most things in moderation are all
partof abalanceddiet, "said Turner.
One must know what types of

foods are high in cholesterol in order to follow moderation in eating
them.
The A.H.A. gives the following
information on "exploring alternatives to high-fat foods":
Instead of whole milk use low-fat
milk.
Butter, cream and ice cream have
more fat than whole milk.
Many cheeses are high in samrated fats, instead of regular cheese
select low-fat cottage cheese, slim
milk mozzarella, ricotta and other
low-fat cheeses.
"The A.H.A. diet recommends
eating no more than four egg yolks
perweelc." Eggwhiteshave
Inocholesteroland are a
goodsourcesofprotein.
Processed meats (i.e.
packaged lunch meats)
and organ meats are high in
saturated fats.
Lean red meats, such as beef. lamb,
pork and veal, are higher in samrated fats than chicken or turkey.
They are good to eat in moderation.
Fish is very low in saturated fat,
ShellfISh like shrimp and lobster
contain more cholesterol than fish
and should be taken in moderation.
Commercially prepared baked

Think of the six women
closest to you.

goods are full of cholesterol.
Choosing home-baked goodswhich

can be prepared with limited saturated fats might be a better choice.
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One out of six coUege WOI1IClI will be sexually assaulted dtis year.
But)'OU caD chan&e!he odds of it happening. simply by lI')'ing to
aWlid situations chat 1eaYe)'OU or your friends vulnerable.
For 5taI1m, follow SCCI/rity measures. Don' prop residence hall
doors open. Walk widt. fiicnd after dark. And be aware that date
I1pC is. rrWor problem on college campuses. Wilh many of these
I1pCS

uMiMD8 drinkiJIa.

c..--_

Then share these facts widt six of)'OUr friends. And miybe DOIIC
oflhem will become anoIher statistic.

o

SPRY OR NEUTER YOUR PETI

II

OUr shelter Is full of puppies and kittens bom into a world
where there simply are not enough homes for them. Even
if you find homes for your pet's litter, it means that more of
these animals go homeless. Don' let your pet contribute
to the overpopulation of pet animals. a or neuter toda I
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HSBSU
Spotlight
by':Gretchen Warthen
ASBSU Senator
The University News
. I,

Before I begin this column I would
like to thank

Students for a
Safe University for asking
me to speak at
their rally on
Tuesday. I am very pleased at the
student response to the issue of
safety measures at Boise State University. As a student senator I represent the needs of the students at
Boise State University, which includes student safety issues. Safety
issues have been a concern since
my rust year at BSU in 1984, six
years ago. Personally, I can only
speak about the last six years at
BSU, but many other students that
have been attending BSU since well
before my time have informed me
that safety issues have always been
of concern. I believe, as do many
other students, that safety measures
at BSU should not be funded from
special fees, but should be considered strongly in the yearly expense
budget of BSU. I al~belieVe that
seriously working on safety issues
since August of this ear with the
total figure spent be' g $15,000 is
not impressive. BSU has been a
university for over 10 years. Two
months compared to 10 years figures out to only 1.666% of the 120
months ofBSU's history being spent
seriously considering safety issues.
That's 0.Q175 minutes a day. Student safety is worth more than split
second thought
The three safety issues I am addressing are 1- the lack of appropri-

AS~SU continued on page 6
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with anything handy. A fencepost
across the nose of a cranky steer
was de rigueur in the COW-IOLOf
The University JIIews
course, some of the "cruelty" was
necessary; you couldn't throw a
I guess I learned how to be three-hundred pound buIlcaif in the
kind to animals from my grand- corral, de-hom it and staunch the
father. He was so sensitive. To blood with pitcb.clippartoroneear
slights from animals, that is. If off, slice its scrotum, and cut out its
a whiteface heifer was supposed
testicles without being rude. All
to get into a trailer with hercaIf
that was
and she waIled her eyes, Papa and still is,
would whang her beside the one suphead with a fencepost so hard poses,
a
that she'd stagger. I saw him part
of
bludgeon a stubborn cow so ran
c h
angrily one time that he near work,
a
took off one of her homs; she part . of
lived the remainder of her brief supplying,
life with only one. Papa was a meat for
little better with horses, but he the conhated mules. We had two on sumer.
the place, and he kept a long,
Sometimes I wonder if consumsharpenedstickto jab them with ers think about how theirporkchops
when they sulked. I saw them or their T-bones get inside the cellobleed from sores on their rumps.
phane. Vcry few animals volunteer
And my grandfather was hell to be bludgeoned, bled, hung upon cats, which he put in the side down on hookS, drBgged along
same category with mules; if conveyor belts, skinned, and then
he came on one so unwary as to sliced and sawed into dinners for
faIl asIeep on the backporch, he humans. If you think chickens enjoy being dissected into frozen TVbooted it into the next county.
But other handS on the place dinners, or even if you think you
enjoy those crispy chicken nuggets,
were not much different.
read the slaughterhouse scenes in
Cranky animals in a loading
chute were regularly beaned
with two-by-fours and prodded Continued on page 6

rather quick. (I am here excluding
b'8pping by cruel means.) The animal rights people would have us
believe that animals have a right to
life. The logical extension of this is
The notion of animal rights is that we all become vegetarians and
absurd. Advocates of animal rights wear plastic shoes and canvas belts.
let their emotions get in the way of (2) Proponents of animal rights
common sense resulting in great have taken leave of common sense.
conceptual confusion. (1) It is un- A good portion of us, including
advocates of animal rights, would
derstandable why not be here discussing the topic
were it not for animal experimentaemotions
run high. tion. Human health and longevity
Cruelty to are the by-products of such activity.
animals,
The problem is not with such experimentationper se. Rather, what
ceteris
is needed is adequate control of the
paribus,
process. Clearly there are cases
offends
where the experimentation is not
the normal per- justified. An example thatcomes to
son. One mind is the grant an-individual recannot help but be appalled by the ceived to ascertain how prolonged
darkness would affect the eventual
puppy mills of the MidwestUnited
eyesight of infant chimps. ' 'That
States. From such cases people
experiment was cruel and served no
have hopped on the animal rights
bandwagon in order to prorect ani- good human cause. Whatisneeded
mals from such abuse. In the pr0- is control to prorect animals from
cess all animals hopefully will be- cruelty, not because theY possess
come protected because of their so-called animal rights. (3) Sponsors of animaI rights, as well as
rights not because cruelty is offenmost otherpOOple Imigbtadd, have
sive. Consequently, enterprises
such as the fur b'8de are targeted little or no understanding of the
concept of a righL Within this conwhich is senseless. Fur farmers
textrights are confused withjustice.
have a vested interest in not abusing
Just or fair treatment of animals
their animals and their typical
precludes cruelty. Rights have
method of termination is usually
by Dr. Andrew Schoedin8er
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News

This Week

,'. "Animal· Rights"

G·uest Editorial
The handwriting on the wall'
Jod}':Howard

The University News
Bathroom
stalls often
afford us a
chance
to
catch upon a
little
extra
reading, displaya
veritable
potpourri of sexual offers and an-

nouacements,
One such statement embedded
itselfinmybrainforsomereason.
Itread: "Teri Loves Randy Forever." Exceptsomene'er-do-well
had come along, crossed out
Randts
name and scrawled
"Nothing Lasts Forever" above
iL
.
I conteml?Iated the longm~ for
love and intimacy and the disillusionment embraced in those two
short sentences.
Both Ihe longing and the disillusionment come embodied in
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Professor of Enclish
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These people see an environmenpornography. Ina way, I've Sl'Cnt
the last couple weeks in BOise's tal disaster that makes the Exxon
bathroom stall, facing a dark side of Valdez oil spill look like a Saturday
night bath. And no one will stop iL
our society that leads to broken
So what if it Ieads to crimes of
homes and broken lives.
The addicts in this sorry mess, violence and abuse? So what if it's
(and they are addicts) are not the
grimy,
slimy,
hollow-eyed
unshaven men in large dirty overcoats - with lollipops in their pockEach one of us
ets for unsuspecting children - that
faces
we were all taught to avoid.
No. Theyareyoungteenageboys,
a similar
professional men, leaders, dads.
decision with,
"We are your sons and we are your
pornogr~hy:
husbands and we grew up in regular .
families," said TedBWldy, thekiUer
A warmn9.
credited with the sexual abuse,
And.a
choice,
mutilation and murder of 23-36
young women.
And the victims of pornography ,
the daughters and the children and
the wives, whether abused or as- illegal? So out of fear for our First
saulted or alienated, stagger under a Amendment rights we give others
the rights to ooze into our commuload of terror and shame.
All askedme the question "why?" nity and destroy iL
A society so deeply yearning for
Why is it avaiIable everywhere?
love and intimacy, but substituting
Why do video stores, convenience
stores and magazine stands carry instead Ihe false, bizarre and degrading pictures ofmeaningIess sex,
the kinds of toxic trash they do?

(after all, relationships are risky
and anyone can just watch) is a
Society in trouble.
.
It's time to regroup, get JDformed, take stock of the illegal
pornography in our community,
understand and count the costs.
It's time for the women and the
men who care about them to
look behind the "freedom of
speech" smoke screen and smeIl
the real fire,
Another sign on another
bathroom stall comes. to mind,
this one in a huge metropolitan
airport. "Do not hang your coat,
purse or belongings on this door.
They will be stolen." Below the
sign was a hook.
.
Each one of us faces a similar
decision with pornography. A
warning. And a choice.

nothing to do with the issue. The
concept of a right originated in
the Middle Ages and applied to
the offended party of a broken
contracL A natural right by definition is a God-given right traditionally thought to be only applicable to human beings and is
what is believed to be an essential characteristic distinguishing
them from other forms of life. If
the goal of animal rights advocates is to eliminate cruelty to
animals, then they ought to rid
their language of any reference
to rights and focus on cruelty. If
they are earnestly committed to
animaI rights extending beyond
the cruelty issue, then they show
themselves as truly ignorant.
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The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion

Write
a

letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters directly to The University News
at 1910 University
Drive,
Boise, ID, 83725, or hand deliver it to our office at 1603
Itl University Drive.
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What's Out There
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by Veronica Lang
Special to The University News

a~

'1Jr. 'BenPar~

.'fi..",.....

graduate, himself, it offered
~;
m..
.......0·
flexibility. Park~r said i~ also
I I
...
helped to have liberal-minded
.
professors who allowed students
... ~
to think for themselves, to selfgenerate .rules.
department
•
was not 10 a pamt-by-nwnbers
~ rtf\~
structure. The same is true with the
by Kathleen Cressler
communication department here at
The University News
BSU. Studentsareallowed26hours
of
communication electives to creWhen first approached about
the HotProf of the week interview, ate insights and develop motivaDr. Ben Parker laughed and said, tion, he said. Parker has been at here
"Well, I really appreciate it but since 1977; prior to that, he was at
there are many great professors in Oklahoma State.
Parker's favorite class in the dethe sciences."
partment
is the dreaded PerspecThat's Dr. Parker. Everyonein
tives on Communication, em 421 or
the communication department
affectionately "theories:'
knows him, talJ(that is,6'5'')big,
He likes the class because he said
burly Texas-"Ionghair" and (as
the
best student work comes out of
reputation has it among freshman)
it He said the class really builds
intimidating. However,afterfrrst
speaking to him, Dr. Parker says student self-confidence, competence in writing, and in a single
students feel he is real approachsemester the most intellectual
able. And he is.
Dr. Parker is known for his growth. The class allows students
wonderful examples to help stu- to make critical assessments in
dents remember abstract con- writing and research. There is also
cepts, his constant demand that a certain mystique about theories
students do their best and his that makes the class more appealing.
tough-as- nails writing requireThe class is great because comments (like any more than 5 spelling errors is an automatic failure) munication is essentially a theorywhich is why he was chosen as based department.
Theories is dreaded partly because
this week's Hot Prof. Students
Parker
has a reputation for being a
like Parker for pulling the best out
of them but also for his cool, calm very hard paper grader. When asked
attitude and his wealth of infor- how he teu about the reputation, he
mation he gives to his students as said papers should be precise, complete, not only meeting Parker's
well as his advisees.
standards, but the student's stanHe likes the communication
department because as an under- dards as well. Simple, sloppy errors

:r

, ,ra\lG~'

:00

should be pointed out otherwise,
he asks, "what good have I
done?" .
"What do you do when you go
outin the big world and someone
forgot to tell you to cite quotes
with a source and what the difference between creative thought
and plagiarism is," he said.
Regardless of major, writing
is a critical skill as well as a
precise skill, mixed with care
and a lot of people forget the
care or they lose sight of it, he
said.
Parker really enjoys teaching
and really likes to see, even
though as he said it sounds corny,
students grow, mature and gain
confidence to get on with life.
"In a world where so many
people hate their jobs, after 20
years, I still like mine," he said.
And because he likes it, he
does a real good job, ask anyone
who has ever had him and they
will tell you.
When asked ifhe had any last
comments he said, "Well, anyone who can remember Jim
Morrison, prior to Oliver Stone
can't be all bad."
"

Interlocution I Dr. Willis

myth sway you, think about this:
AIDS is not the first deadly disease
in the history of the Earth. The
This month's topic will be the plague
~versatisfying,JoyofLesbianSex!
ity. warsaretheresUitofgreedand
Just an attention getter. Youcanall
thehungerforpower.
World-wide
relax, for now. This month What's spread venereal diseases have been
Out There is dedicated to all of the the results of missionary introducgays in Boise that are trying to get tion to newly discovered cultures
OUT. October is National Coming
and military personal traveling to
Out Month and October II in the other countries. AIDS is only a
day-o-days. October II is
small
disease
National Coming
"rn!W'~'A<m,,#~::,:~m:#~@m}'~~-m~$~fi~W~@~:9~:'f~R~~Y"'<'"'i:'
compared to the
Out Day. ComY many diseases of
ing Outis not easy
H the
"hetero-

G

for gays, especially in Idaho.
The practice of
"Outing"
has

ays need
positive role
d I
rna e s, not

sexual" people in
:. our
history. An-

.t.l.l,.~,.,:::_·

U other point to be

r?~~f;stTI~~g~~~~
toIft5:~
e f

Boise outing is
probably the most famous local
outing to ever occur. During the
Boys of Boise outing the straight
community instigated the outings.
Today, the gay community has begun to instigate their own outings,
especially of famous' gays. This
may sound cold-hearted, but outing
has become ver'} important to the
advancement of gays in America.
Lastmonth'sissueofOUT,Boise's
local gay newspaper, featured an
article in which a researcher of famous gays advocated outing and
gave examples of gays he wants
out. Outing is important due to the
lack of gay role models. In the first
What's Out There I dropped some
names of famous people that have
been actively gay in America. Gays
need positive role models, not
negative stereotypes, to live up to.
Gays have been a part of Earth's
culture for millions and millions of
years. In those millions and millions
of years millions and millions of
people have been gay. If I sound
like Carl Sagan you are beginning
to get the picture. Being gay is not
new,itisnotunusuaIanditcertainly
isn't something unique to only a
few unknown people in our history.
AIDS has been used as a hate tool
directed toward gays in modem
culture. Before you let the AIDS

H madeisthatAIDS

gay women are in
the lowest risk group. AIDS is a
male disease more than a gay disease because AIDS affects men
muchmore than women, and it affects gay women least of all.
The link between AIDS and gays
is as sketchy as the link between
Jewish people and the S&L problem.
Don't let the latest homophobia
myth keep you from coming out or
being a positive support to someone
else that is coming out. As more
members of our culture admit. to
being gay, a better awareness of the
positive aspects of our gay culture
will be recognized.
Perhaps if
MarHyn
Monroe,
Rudolph
Valentino, Bessie Smith and Plato
would have been more open about
their sexuality, coming out would
be a little bit easier for the young
gays of today.
Coming out is
important because awareness has to
start someplace with someone.
Ifyou would like to come out, but
are unsure, contact the BSU student
group GALA at 336-5160 or 3457495 for information on meetings
and local Boise groups are happy to
lend support to gays and exchange
stories of coming out. Remember,
October IIis the DA Yl! I So, get
OUT there.

continued from page 5

Anne Moody's Coming of Age in decade longer than meat-eaters. The
where workers are ALFs and the PET As oppose the
"pulling feathers from the bloody use of animals for scientific exchickens, sloshing in blood up to perimentation, for medical research,
their knees, the globs of blood drip- and for consumer-safety testing by
ping off their rubber aprons right cosmetic companies out of deep
into the boots they wore." Take a philosophical probes which have
look at how your animal meat gets overturned ancient premises about
onto your supper plate and, unless the superiority of human animals.
On what basis do humans assume
you areaTed Nugent-type who gets
satisfaction from whacking your their superiority, thus their intolerown animal dinners, you may run ant judgement that human beings
are more important than other aniout and get yourself a vegetarian
mals? The sciences only show that
cookbook.
But even if you become a veg- we are different, not beuer, Mark
etarian out ofrepugnaqcepver food Twain thought the difference bethat bleeds on your tablectUna. you tween brUtes and humans lay' in
what he called "that mongrel Moral
stillmaynotjointhenearesichap~
Sense," a sense which allowed huof the Animal Liberation Front
Such a move requires a serious mans to "inflict pain for the pleaphilosophical adjustment for most sure of inflicting it" If Twain's
Americans. The majority of the point has any validity, that brutes
300,000 members of People for the do not inflict pain for pleasure, th~
Ethical Treabllent of Animals (60 humans, who are equipped with
membersin 1980) have moved well conscious choice, bear the respon.beyond rhetorical positions based sibility for avoidance of pain-inon statisticS like those which indi- flicting behavior. The way around
cate that vegel8rlans live nearly a facing up to thisrcsponsibility rests

Mississippi

............,-

.....

on answering the above question
with some primitive concept in
which God has given humankind
the "right" to exploit weaker beings
for its benefit
However, the philosopher Peter
Singer in his book Animal liberation denies the validity of that answer to the question. He says: "It
can no longer be maintained by
anyone but a religious fanatic that
man is the special darling of the
universe, orthatother animals were
created to provide us with food or
that we have divine authority over
them and divine permission to kill
them." Accept this premise, and it
becomes difficult to find credible
reasons for treating animals in any
way which we would not want to
treat ourselves.
Anyone ready for a juicy
peopleburger for dinner? Not even
with fries?

-----~~

Clarification
According to John Franden, Executive Assistant to the
President, the actual air time used by U.T. P. is much
grcaterthan the reported I 1/2 hoursper week. U.T.P. uses
4 1/2 hours per day seven days a week.
The quotation in the story which referred to a reformed
p<>rnographic addict seeing congressmen frequent adult
.bOokstores in Garden City was accurately reported. The
University News SIands behind M$. Howard's use of
quotations and the accuracy of her reporting. However,
the source has informedThe UniversityNews that he meant
public officials in a generic sense, and never intended his
quotation to. refer 10 actual or existing congressmen,
either from IcJaho or any other state. .
iOiiiiIiiIiIiOiiiiIiiIiIiOiiiiIiiIiIiiiiiiiiII"
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Letters to the Editor

ate lighting everywhere on campus,
along University Drive and around
student housing 2) the need for 28
emergency phones, not just the one
existing emergency phone obscurely located behind the library
on the Green Beltand 3) safe escort
services .: The issues I am addressing are simple and have been the
issues students have approached me
about since I became a senator in
September. I am not a one woman.
vigilante standing alone, I am an
ASBSU senator representing the
many students at BSU that want
reasonable safety at their university.
Non-traditional
students have
been the most vocal about security
problems at BSU. Many non-traditional students think that BSU is
directed towards athletics and traditional students that attend day
classes. Night classes are only offered as a side line. Safety issues
involved ~ith night time students
seems to have been put aside for
more important projects like Bronco
Blue Turf. BSU is a growing university, in size as well as respectability. The crime rate is low and
many of the professors are superior.
But, just because we have a winning team does not mean we should
fire the coach. I do not want a
murder to create change at BSU. I
want students and the administration
to work together to create change
NOW, not in another ten years after
a enclosed football stadium is built.
I want students and members of
the Boise community, as well as
people with concerns to write to
myself, John Keiser, ASBSU
senators, and ASBSU president Eric
Love. Tell us your concerns regarding safety, personal stories related to safety. Have you ever been
attacked? Have you been hit, or
almost hit, on University Drive?
Have you been a victim of crime at
.BSU and not reported it? Do you
know of someone that has been a
victim of BSU's poor safety measures. Send your letters to 1910
University Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725. If you have something to
say and don't want to include your
name, that's great. The use of a
name too often silences victims; .I
am also very concerned about those
victims too afraid too speak.
I also want students to attend the
ASBSU senate meeting on Tuesday,
October 9 at4:00P.M., room 1150f
the Vo-Tech building.
I have
postponed introduction of senate
bill #1 until October 30, four weeks.
Instead other ASBSUsenatorsand
I will be introducing a senate resolution whichspecillcally relates to
safety issues at Boise State and what
the students want done about these
issues. This resolution will not inc1udeconcealed weapon legislation.
Concealed weapon legislation is a .
last resort in student safety. I will
say, if a resolution is not dealt with
and implemented quickly, I will
introduce concealed weapon legislation before Thanksgiving. Student
support is essential toourresolution.
Write to the names I have mentioned
above and attend the Tuesday senate meeting. The time has come for
students of Boise State to take a
stand on safety.

.'To the Editor:

Editor:
drug stores), and will lecture to any
To the authors of Just Say Whoa? class or group about the need for
On the Opinion page of the (September 24th, page 4) which safe sex. While some people will
September 24th issue of The states that abstinence is ridiculous
say that this leads to more promisUniversity News. I read an article and outdated: Just because
cuous atmosphere, it was the
called "Just Say Whoa?" in which you cannot keep your pants
promiscuous
atmosphere
the author blasted abstinence. I or skirt on (I could not tell
which led to the Condom cobeg to differ!
which because you did not
op. Aids and other sexually
The author claims that absti- have the guts to sign your
transmitted diseases were
nence "has proven to be a hin- name to that rubbish) does
common on the campus bedrance, especially to providing
not give you the right to say
fore the formation of the
usable education in the areas of virtue and honor are ridicuCondom Co-op. Because of
rape, unwanted pregnancies and lous is not a rational arguthe lectures on safe sex and
sexually transmitted diseases."
mentagainst teaching abstithe availability of condoms
Why does our author think ab- nence, it is a repetitive
in recent years, the occurstinence is outdated? After all assortment of irrelevant
rence of these diseases has
abstinence prevents unwanted
facts and unsupported
~ ..... ~ ... become greatly reduced.
pregnancies, sexually transmitstatistics (I would have
Mr. Steineke also writes
ted diseases and yes even rape covered them all, if not
of the inability of some
too.
for the 250 word limit) that
people to "keep their horYes we do need sex education
seem rather like the self-jusmones under control, their
taught in our schools. However I tification of a degenerate.
pants zipped up or their hands
can not see any reason whyabstiThe Pro-Family Coalition
to themselves." In response I
nence can not be a part of it. After (PFC) does not, as you state,
suggest that Mr. Steineke look
all if more people had practiced
want children to think they were
at the amount of pre-marital
abstinence maybe there would born of the immaculate concepsex which occurs in the U.S.
not be an AIDS epidemic! I think tion (incidentally, you misspelled
today by reading "Just Say
the author needs to reevaluate the immaculate),
they just want
Whoa." To me it seems that
use of abstinence before making people to know pre-marital abstipre-marital sex is much the
sweeping condemnations on it.
nence is the better alternative to
same as drinking: While it
illicit sex.
was once looked upon with
Jonathan Kostenko
You also say half of American
great disfavor, it is becoming
couples are living in sin, but do
more and more acceptable.
not state your source. Did[sic]
Times change, attitudes
Editor:
poll theBSUN staff and assume
change;
apparently
Mr.
they were representative of the
Steineke is not going to
Congratulations! The Univer- general population or simply
change.
sity News is refreshing, informafabricate this figure?
tive and hard-hitting. I really
Sincerely,
You then tell us Idaho has
Steve Mech
appreciated your attacks on the one of the highest teenage pregCraig clowns. They deserve it. I nancy rates in America. If everyhope you continue to go after one practiced abstinence outside
Dear Editor,
both of them in every way pos- of marriage this problem would
be eliminated, as would sexually
sible.
. Inresponse to your editorial
As a Southern Oregon State transmitted diseases, AIDS,
"Keiser 1, ZjDzer 0" in the
College graduate, I am used to rape, and incest. Yet you still
insistteaching abstinence is riSeptember 11 edition of The
weak, wimpy college newspaUniversity News I have an
pers. Yours here at BSU is a diculous.
It is not the PFC leading
important clarification to
refreshing change. The Univermake. Younotonlyspelled
sity News is.a credit to Boise. Idaho's children to their
death, as you contend, but
Zinser wrong but you also
Keep up the good workl
idiots like you who think
spelled Elisabeth wrong.
non-marital sex should be
Here at the University of
Sincerely
I .. _";;'~=~
Idaho,that"elaboratehigh
C. Felix Pinnell pracuc. ed .
..
~
school" in the "mouldy"
Ashland, Oregon
town of Moscow, the first thing we
Dan Stieneke
learn in our Comm.
121:
Newswriting classes is to ALWAYS
double if not triple check a person's
name. It was amusing to see how
such an obvious yet interesting erTo the Editor:
In response to Dan Steineke's let- ror was made, but then we started to
ter as well as "Just Say Whoa" (pg. feel pity for the paper that their
4 of the September 24 issue), I have editor misspelled both the first and
the last names. Oh well, no serious
the following observations. Firstof
~
all, Mr. Steineke said that the 19- harm was done, to us anyway.
Next I would like to comment on
year-old who carried a condom in
Z5 ~
~ri\lil\
the editorial as a student at the Ul,
her purse was a slut. At the University of California at Santa Cruz and as a devoted and loyal Vandal.
(which I attended for two years) Itwas funny to read about the opin~¢I;t1-l#fk
ions people at our main rival school
there is a group called the Condom
Co-op based on campus which will have about our President and the
supply students with condoms at a fact that Moscow may not look ingreatly reduced rate (compared with viting to them. It was funny that is
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Letters in response
to Interlocution can
be sent to:
1910 University
Drive, Boise ro,
83725.

-

--~------~.

Dear Editor,
Lookout Sominex, The University News is entering the sleepaid market which might explain
all the drool in the Interlocution
piece of Oct. 1. With all due
respect, who the hell cares about
Dr. Willis' childhood in "suchand-such" Texas. Why not give
these distinguished gentlemen an
issue with some real teeth on it as
well as the opportunity to respond
to one another. Serve up the issue
of feminism and watch this tea
party tum into a real interlocution.
Sincerely,
S.P. Martinez
Dear Editor:
Dr.Andrew
Schoedinger
strikes a blow on the heads of
simple-minded
High Court
members
and flag-waving
rednecks all at once in his brilliant September 24th contribution to "Interlocution." Shame
on those category-mistake-makers who "destroy" concepts. Before long, we'll need a list of
endangered concepts. We'll be
asking, "Where did all those concepts go?" Talkaboutmanifestations of conceptual confusion.
Personally, I have nothing against
burning concepts so long as the
person who burns these concepts
IS wearing them.
Alan Brinton
Department of Philosophy

The letters will
appear in the letters
to the Editor col-

umn.

Ever had a questicn about Penterostals. Charismatics.
the Bibleor Christianity in general?
.
We invite ytU to. attend mr meeting Friday.
.
.OctdJer 12 at 7:30pm in the Vo-Tech Jlilldjng
~
JIll .
in room 119. Guest speaker RevDIAPe BIbler.
~_
9Iperintendent ofScutbern Idaho &sernbljes ofGod-eoosisting
of 52 Pentecostal cburches-willbe mr guest speaker.1'be fi:Jrum
will be question/answer mtlawing a time ofwmsbip.
1'beAssemblies of God in its 75,ear histmy has become the
largest and filstest growing evangelical fi:JreigD mjscdrmSOl~

1'"

. tbeworJd
'
mDiscover the Movement(Spirit-filled Christianity)tbaI: israpidly
cbAPginS tbelives ofmjJljrms aromd the world mr the sorm. return
~J'esus Christ.

_____

-

Sincerely,
Melissa Gallagher
The University of Idaho
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until someone, a former ASBSU
President I might add, pointed
out that we are not in a contest
with each other academically.
The only contest students at the
VI feel with BSV is the annual
football game, we all look forward to hate Boise State week for
months in advance. But never
have lor anyone else, much less
thought our president engaged in
"catfights" with President Keiser.
.Students should not promote animosity between the two main institutions of higher learning in
Idaho. It only escalates with the
result of a lot of wasted energy.
On a more positive note I would
like to say that overall I was impressed with the BSU News. It
was an interesting paper and the
writing was generally well done.
Good Job.
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Crime leaves many U.S. campuses vulnerable
By PAT. ORDOVENSKY
«:Copynghtl990,U~A TODAY/
AppleCollegeInformabonNetworlc
To say "!J.S•. colleges havea
problen:a With cnme on campus IS
some~mg of understa'fm~t
especia!1yaf~Thursday s vlolene,e
at a ~eS1denb~ hotel near the Umversity of Californta at Berkeley.
A gunman killed one young man
and wounded hsev~ other ,:ple
before police s ot hun to dea at a
hotel one block from the Berkeley
campus.
, "de
b' ed
.Thursday s mCI II!t. c~ !"
~th the r~nt mump 1e
ym~s
still ~det ~r~~~11on at the ~It w a
versny 0 on ,I ?~b"ae
&"?W!ngnum~;ofcllbcshavebeen
pom~g ~ . ihco ege campuse
aren t~
eas ey may seem an
so,:thmgShoUldbedonetoproteet
stu nts..
.
The University of Southern
f~I3:'~h~~b~~ihC~~Oos~~':~

d

the C I do rairie
is cited
~n securl ~ons~tants -; an exY I f ~ow things shouldn't be
amp e 0
dO~is is a campus where:
_ Students fear for their safety
after the cam us lice force was
cut from eighf offi~ers to two, over
five years to save money.
_ No ~
us lice were on
du when sho~ w~ fired across a
dO%.itoryparking lot one night this
summer
_ N~ arrests have been made
after four reports of sexual assaults
_twooncampusparltinglots-in
the past 11 months.
_ Students feel they must sneak
off cam s to be interviewed about
security~roblems then look over
their shoulders ~use
they think
they've been followed by college
officals
_ The local sheriff refuses to
help Patrol the campus because he
saystheschoolwon'tdoenoughto

help itself Several students moved
off camp~s, saying they feel safer.
The University of Southern
Colorado is "the most egregious
situation I know of," says Frank
Carrington, lawyer for Security on
Campus Inc., the group that's pushing the disclosure bills in Congress.
"I wouldn't send my daughter
there.It'stoounsafe,"saysArnold
Trujillo, police chief at the University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs 40 miles away. Trujillo is
a past p~ident of the International
Asseciauon of Campus Law EnforcementAdminisb"ators.
Richard Cumbee, hired this year
to oversee the U ni versi ty of
Southern Colorado's security operations, insists the staffing cuts
have not diminished safety.
"We may well be starting a new
trend here," says Cumbee, whose
new job pays $49,000. "People are
gettingfedupwithpayingbigbucks
for police officers tha~ are fully

trained and fully armed. At some
po~t, just like the legal prof~ion,
we vegottoluivepara-professlonals
to reduce that cost"
Cumbee sa~s students have the
sa~e pro.~tlOn as any. Pueblo
resident
you call a (city a or
county~ pol!ce officer and they respond Just like they would to your
home.
Students say o~erwise.
.
-AnnetteLehelStofCanonClty,
Colo., a resident dorm assistant,
called ~ebl? ~lice ~ort1y after
theshooungmcldentthispastJune.
''Theyrefusedtocome,''shesays.
"They said don't you know you
have your own security system."
Pueblo Police Chief Fred Silva
says that's policy. When students
call, they're told to call campus
police.
The campus crime problem has
captured the attention of Congress.
A federal bill requiring colleges and
universities to publicly report

campus crimes may be on President
Bush 's ~~ as early as '!ext week.
The billlS currently m conference committee to work out differences between the House and Senate versions,
.
The l.aw would require colleges
to provide current or potential students and employees an annualreport on campus security policies
and violent crime statistics. Failure
to comply would jeopardize their
federal aid.
Urging passage, co-~nsor Sen.
Arlen Specter, D·Pa.,Ctteda 1988
USA TODAY national campus
crime survey which found 31 students killed, 653 rapes, 1,800 armed
robberies.
(Pat Ordovensky writes for USA
TODA Y. Contributing,
Chet
Lunner, who writes for Gannett
News Service, Washington D.C.)
'

Tutoring is a sure antidote to slow brain atrophy
By Kevin Patrick

The University News
Any student, here at BSU, may at
one time or another feel that a particular course is leaving their brain
in a trail of dust and debris. Unfortunately, not everyone knows
about BSU's tutorial services.
Here is your chance.
BSU currently offers a wide variety of tutorial programs that can

help any student get some help on a
particular course.
A major aspect of these programs
originate out of the Office of the
Dean of Student Special Services.
These programs can be broken down
into three major branches, Math!
Science Drop-in Center, Supplemental Instruction and Private.
The Math/Science
Drop-in
Center, room 205 in the Math/Geology building, is free to BSU

students and provides tutors to help
'students with difficulties in certain
math or science courses. Specific
course tutoring is based on the
availability of tutors who qualify to
tutor those certain fields.
When asked, students gave
overwhelming praise to the center.
Lori Kuhbacher, freshman here
at BSU, avowed, "It is really
helpful ...I use it almost every day."
In relation to how well the tutors

Last year we made over 14,000 students
Wall StreetlYcoons in the ...

November 1, 1990 to February 28, 1991
Enter this year's competition
and you'll become a Wall Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own $500.000 broker·
age account. If you're the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you'll
be cashing a check for a very
real $25.0001

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experience. You're on the phone. call·
ing your broker on a toll-free
AT&T800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
5100.000 worth of SARALEE
and another $50,000 worth of
AT&T."You start with a fictitious
$500,000 brokerage account.
cash Scholarship Awards
1st.
$25.000
2nd
10.000
3rd
7.5OO
4th
5.000
5th
4.000
6th ••••...•••••..••.•••..
3.000
7th
2.500
8th
2.000
Blh
1.500
10th
1.000

scholarship award of 525.000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top'
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USATODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the "MONEY"
section of USATODAY.
Win a trip lor you and a guell compliments
01the Holldly Inn lucaya Beach Ruort In
Freeport. Grand Bahama. Bahamas and the
Bahamas Ministry 01Tourism.

Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the arc.
New York. and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and exe·
cute your orders. Monthly statements will keep you informed
of your fortunes.

Enter and Win
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge begins the morning of
November 1. 1990 and ends on
February 28. 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame. a great Bahamas
tan. and a $25.000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Real Prize's
Over $200.000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas. and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Champion USA. More than 1,000 winners in all. You can win a cash

Registration deadline:
October 27, 1990.
Entry fee only

$49.95

Co·sponsored by:

~
~

The Bahamas
Ministry ofTourism

<l:L_~L--'-

-aiLS;'

Call Tod~

.
1 SOu 545.1990

Ext. 33

The AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge is produced and managed by wall Stieet Games. Inc., 40 Grove Street. Wellesley. MA 02181.

work with students Marta Lata, a
BSU student, said the tutors, "Are
really super mce" and actually,
"Thank me for letting them help
me."
As an overall summation of how
important the Math/Science Dr0pin Center is to her, Eileen Odell,
BSU student, stressed that the center, "Really saved my life."
The Supplemental Instruction
branch of Special Student Services
is another faculty generatedprogram
providing tutors to students who'
need some additional instruction.
All the tutors must meet their specific department standards including sitting in on the actual course
being taught
The exact courses which are tutored include, Eastern Civilization,
Accounting, Anatomy & Physiology,etc. The specific courses which
have supplemental instruction are
based on theavaiIability of qualified
tutors.
Just how effective this program is
can be defined by tutor and student
comments. Craig Hardesty, East
Asian Civilization Ultor, fmds that,
"Most student feedback is positive ...
the students really enjoy the extra
time to kick the ideas around a bit"
By the same token Kate Anderson,
Geology tutor said she, "Learns as
much about the topic as the students
do." She mentions that not all the
students who come to the tutor
sessions are in desparate need of
help but rather, "Simply feel enthusiastic aboutthesubjectand want
to learn more."
. "The results can be seen," said
Elizabeth Fitzgerald, Accounting
tutor, "the SUldents who show up
get A's or B's on [course] tests."
Private tutoring is not free and
the student can expect to pay any-

where from, " $5 • $7 per hour for
private instruction,"
said Ellie
McKinnon, Tutorial Coordinator for
BSU, "but, usually those are very
specialized courses. Most students
who need help can use the Drop-in
Center or Supplemental Instruction
tutors which involves no fee."
Other tutorial services are availableatBSU. One such service is the
English Department Writing Cen·
ter, located in the Liberal Arts
building, room 220. Currently. un~.
der the Writing Across lllCf
Curiculum program any student can
use the writing center for help on
any rou~h drafts, written reports,
summanes, etc. for free.
Although it is not necessary to
make an appointment it assures that
someone will be able to help you.
To make an appointment call 3851298.
Another tutorial service is provided by the SUldent Support Program, located in the little .red
buildings in front of the Momson
Center. This program is a little
more selective about who qualifies
for tutoring instruction. The outstanding qualifications are, fmancially limited, first-generation college student, or physically or
learning disabled. For more information call 385-3583.
By no means are these the only
programs available, but it is a good
place to start.
As a parting shot, Eli~p~th
Fitzgerald, urges students to, gtve
more of themselves to fenow students."
.
For those interested in becomtng
a tutor, simply cont~':t EI.lie
McKinnon in the AdmmlStrabon
building, room 114, or call her at
385-3794.
'
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Mamet Play
Presented at

BSU
Theatre Preview
Cli~lwl

The University News
BSU theatre arts professor and
award-winning
playwright Phil
Atlakson ISdirecting the first David
Marnetplayofhiscareer.
Marnetis
the Pulitzer Prize winning author of
such plays as Glenn Garry Glenn
Ross and Sexual Perversity in Chi-

cago.
Atlakson had first heard of Speedthe-Plow when BSU alumnus and
Rhodes Scholar film director
Michael Hoffman.resumed to Boise
an~ told hi~ of s~ing the play in
Chicago With BOise's own Bill
Petersen in a starring role.'
"He had a copy of the play and we

guage), What he's really exploring,
what Marnet's about is ... like in the
language whe~ things aren't being
satd-and they re the most import~t thin~s-is that everyone has
~s extenor shell that's very abrasive. What you start exploring is
that they are vulnerable,'
''Th!S i.sa play that',s really quite
cosmic 10 scope. It s a morality
play on one level, But it also gets
mto these universal things of what
we fear and how we can actually
live in the world and contemplate
"good" at the same time. We can
stop from the world and talk about
"good," but this play's about doing
good ... in the work place.
"And that's where tneruooermeets
theroad. Youcansortofretreatand
go to a synagogue or a church and
contemplate ."goodness," But, of

Multi-Media Next of Kin
in SPEC
Theatre Preview
By
Lisa Krepel

The University News
Next of Kin, a play described as
out-of-the-ordinary for Boise, is
opening Thursday night at the Special Events Center.
Carl Rowe, director and author of
the play, said he wants "to give

h

their ability to have relationships, it
effects how they treat themselves,
including addictions to foodorwork,
in addition to alcohol and substance
abuse," Rowe said.
Rowe received funding for his
work from the Colorado Dance
Company and the Idaho Arts Commission. Both groups are funded by
the National Endowment for the
Arts. The Colorado company also
gets funding from the Rockefeller
Foundation.
195 artists
from the seven
Rocky Mountain states applied for grants
from the Colorado company.
Rowe thought
eight to ten received funding.
Rowe is theonly
artist in Idaho to
receive funding
from the endowment.
The total cost
for the play is
estimated
at
$5,600.
The
Colorado company grant is

Rowe did not think the recent controversy surrounding theCinncinati
showing of Robert Mapplethorpe's
work and federal funding effected
his grant.
"The people in Colorado have no
idea what I'm doing except that it's
on child abuse," Rowe said. The
grant application does not ask for
specifics and no prior review is required.
"They won't know what the play
looks like until they get a video
tape," Rowe said.
Boiseans Jay Sherlock, from the
Shakespeare Festival, and Vicki
Patterson, from Boise Little Theatre, join Rossi and several dancers
from the Idaho Dance Theatre to
make up the cast of Next of Kin.
"Cheryl Ann Rossi will impress a
lot of people with her performance.
Some of the dancers are also doing
speaking parts," Rowe said.
Rowe, who works as a massage
therapist at the Sun Valley lodge
and performs and choreographs for
the Idaho Dance Theatre, is choreographer and producer as wen as
director and writer for the play.
Rowe suggests families and
friends see Next of Kin together.
"It is intended to be a meditation
on the family; it's something every-

I _.

read it... At that point it was the
language that was intriguing.
Mamet handles it so wen. The way
people talk-they never quite finIsh what they're saying-and
everybody's interrupting each other.
It's so goofy, the way that it's written, whenyouseeiton the page it's,
like, what are these people saying?"
Speed-the-Plow is a provocative
back-screen glimpse at the goingson between major studio producers
and writers and the outsiders who
dare to venture into their exotic
world.
"This play's interesting because
what Marnet does is... he really
knows these worldly characterspeople who are really street smart
and tough sounding," he pauses, "It
could put you off. This play could
really put people off. Because the
characters are so abrasive in the
way that they handle each other, the
foul language... I'm hoping it'll
play, but you never know,"
Atlakson realizes the levels of
which the play works and hopes
people will see beyond the language
and abrasiveness. "What interests
me is underneath (the foul lan-

course it all comes down to how
does it work into your real life and
that's what. these characters (in
Speed-the-Plow)aredoing. Imean,
it's a fast-paced, Hollywood world
and there's a certain role to it, there's
certain machinery in place that dietateswhatthenextstepwillbe.
And
until people stop and reflect on that
and consider "good" there's no issue, they know what they're going
to do next but when they stop to
really consider what would be the
right thing to do next.aWell, then
it throws a wrench in the works and
that's really what happens in the
play."
The play will be presented with
the student-wriuen one-act Summer
by Trey Olmesdahl which has been
hailed as one of the best theatre
presentations in the Northwest.
Speed-the-Plow will be presented
Oct. 10-13 at8 p.m. in Stage II of
the Morrison Center. TicketsareS6
general admission, $4 Seniors and
students, and FREE to BSU faculty,
staff and students at Select-a-Seat,
For information; call the BSU
Theatre Arts Department at 3853957.

credit to the courage and the strength
of people who are victims of child
abuse."
Acting, dance, slides and audio
tapes combine in Next of Kin to give
the audience the feeling of what a
child abuse victim goes through in
overcoming his or her problem.
The main character, played by
Cheryl Ann Rossi of Nampa, deals
with problems stemming from
childhood abuse by her father.
Rowe claims that child abuse effects us all.
"Some victims tum out to be wonderful people. Some people aren't
wonderful people. They get caught
up in a cycle of abuse and er, d up
abusing others. Some people die,"
Rowe said.
"The effects of child abuse stay
with a person for years. It effects

$2,900,
with
some of the other
costs covered by
a Sudden Opportunity Grant from
the Idaho Arts
Commission.
"The
other
costs will be
covered by the
audience-we
hope,"
Rowe
said.
Rowe said he
got the idea for
applying for the
grant when he
saw an application on a friend's
coffee table.
"It's a very rigorous process,"
Rowe
said.
"You have to
submit
examples of your
work
along
with your proposal. Then a
panel of artists
from outside
the area gives
their recommendation for
grants."
The Colorado
grants are given
to encourage
new work concerning contemporary social issues and
nontraditional
work, Rowe
said.

one needs to think about," Rowe
said.
"I think it will generate discussion. People should see it in groups.
Rowe said. "There won't be a psychologist in the lobby, so you're on
your own," Rowe joked.
The play has its lighter moments
to go along with the serious message. 'Mom's School' shows where
women go to learn to be mothers,
and 'Tabula Rasa' features parents
telling babies of their plans for the
future.
"I wanted to give myself a challenge, and make a challenge for the
people in it as well as the people
who see it. But it is entertaining
too," Rowe said.
Next of Kin shows at the Special
Events Center on Thursday and
Saturday evenings Oct. 11 and 13 at
8:00p.m.
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That Damn
VanDamme

Goes to Prison
in
Death Warrant
Film Review

By
Cliff HaIl

The University News
Death Warrant is astounding-not
astounding likeyou might think and
not astoundingly bad, really, just
astounding. The film lingers in the
memory as long as a Lifesavers®
candy. It features enough senseless
and gratuitous violence to choke a
cow. It offers some of the most
implausible plot devices of the year.
And it gives us Benson star Robert
Guillaume as a tough-coated but
soft-centered, one-eyed prisoner.
Death Warrant is a Jean-Claude
Van Damme vehicle to be sure. It's
vanity on wheels-as
if we need
one more action/adventure hero.
Van Damme is another in the list of
big bad boys with untraceable foreign accents--Arnold
Schwarzeneggar, Dolph Lundgren, Steven
Seagal, Sylvester Stallone among
them-recently
populating U.S.
movies. They come equipped with
imposing muscles, peculiarly geometric hair lines and the ability to
kick the bad guy's headoffwith one
blow.
Van Damme is about as charis-

,~~:...

Fantasia Celebrates

50th Birthday
Film Review
CliDIIall

T~ University News
Walt Disney was years ahead of
his time. As an entrepreneur, he
made history combining sound with
his early animated films (Steamboat
WilUe), using color to accent the
animation, and taking the gamble to
release a feature-length animated
film, Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, which-not
surprisingly,
considering the quality-made
millions. Always the innovator,
Disney also mastered the technique
of combining animation with live
action as in Song of the South and,
years later, Mary Poppins.
In the late '308, while the rest of
tbecountrywasenjoying Gone With
the Wind and The Wizard of Oz,
Disney was overseeing the pr0duction of his most blatantly incredible and riskiest work. Using
his studio's experienced, talented
and s1d11ful crew (and, some have
said, illicit drugs), he realized a fulllength animated picture based on a
chan<:yprernise:afulliength,multi~filmwitheachpassage
set to a different work of classical
music.
The result, Fantasia, is a film
unlike anything else ever made. It
is a fantasy-play mixture of images
from mythology, fairy tales, nature
and the subconscience starring, in
one sequence, Mickey Mouse (in a
memorable role as Ihe sorcerer's
apprentice) and containing someof
the fwmiest Disney footage I've
ever seen. The film stands as a
landmark achievement in the artof
motion •eture animation.
The
illustrared the •
which inspired them after

aldsts

I

to the particular piece of music.
Therefore, dinosaursmmble to their
extinction in one episode while elephants, alligators and hippopotami
dance ballet to The Dance of the
HOUTS in another.'Each
segment,
from
Tchiachovsky's Nutcracker Suite,
where the seasons are perfectly
personified, to Schubert's Ave
Maria, wilh its natural, calhedrallike beauty, has its own special
wonder and appeal. There is something for practically everyone,
young and old. There are scenes of
extreme delight and one piece, as
the narrator/conductor explains, is
even an exampleofboth "the sacred
and Ihe profane."
Since the music bas proven itself
ageless and worlhy, sitting back
and watching the exquisite animation is like having ice cream wilh
your pie. Some of Ihe music lends
Itself very easily to unusual interpretation at the same timeolhers are
quiteimpressivein living up to Iheir
expected impressions.
Arguably, the film is fdIed wilh
such visual splendor that it may
seem overlong. It's very possible
thattbe experience is comparable to
that of visiting a mammoth art
museum and feeling more than a
littleoverwhe1med by the end of the
tour. But this is no flaw in a movie
which gives so much. Perhaps
multiple viewings are the answer.
As it would happen, Fantasia bas
now just been re-released for its
50th anniversary in glowing color
and six track stereo. It is playing in·
an exclusive engagement at The
Excellence 'Ibeatres on Overland
and Five Mile Roads where they
have decorated one whole wall with
art work of scenes from the fIlm
done by one of BSU's own students. Each showing was sold out
Friday.

=:

matic as a Ken doll. He has no sense
of humor, could be replaced by any
other male weight lifter with good
skin and seems to disappear into the
celluloid-there
are some scenes
where it's impossible to tell which
one of the men on screen is the star.
Maybe this isn't entirely his fault.
Perhaps the director didn't realize
that when you fill a screen with 1525 huge, grunting men all wearing
identical uniforms and each a Hollywood replicant of the "prisoner
type" that the star just might get lost
in the shot.
In Death Warrant Van Damme
stars as a cop who, moments after
killing the notorious Sandman
murderer, finds himself willingly
shut into the slammer as an informant for the Feds. His character is
supposed to be able to do his business inside the prison without incident but, with this outlandishly
terrible script, what he finds (and
what we see) is beyond any rational
reality.
The prison is a joke. Some prisoners are allowed to carry on in
drag as if ~ey just walked out of
Fredrick's of Hollywood. Others
can flagrantly buy and sell drugs as
if they were outon the street. Guards
randomly set inmates ablaze. And.
these aren't even the reasons Van
Damme's in the prison in the flrst

place!
Apparently, prisoners are dropping like flies from ice-pick-like
jabs to the back of their skulls. And
talk about your complications:
There is cover-up after cover-up
and more than a dozen vile criminals
blocking his way plus the inexplicable return of the Sandman murderer.
But, with the help of a cute but
stupid lawyerllover/victim played
by Cynthia Gibb (who gets one good
line of dialogue out of 150), Van
Damme captures the bad guys and
saves the bullet-riddled Guillaume.
But not, unfortunately, before the
necessary showdown between good
and evil. In Death Warrant, as
compared to other prison films (HA
HA), the showdown takes form as a
preposterous
fist/foot/fire
fight
which continues beyond any credible amount of time. It's as if the
film suddenly lurched into a Monty
Python comedy. In one vivid, unfortunate shot one can see the absurdity causes even VanDamme to
wince.
.
This is the only film I've ever
reviewed of which I haven't been
able to remember the title. Over
and over again I've had to stop and
think, What was the name of that
fllm? Not a good sign. Save your
money.

.,;

The
Lambada
Me:
Forbidden
Operation
The Illustriou~SYIVia Flynn of
the Grateful Dead Poet Society
With a cheesy grin and the tasteless get-up of "Ranchero Chido,"
Gilberto Ruiz Junior, strutted onto
stage to perform his lip-synch. The
ditty kicked off the talent show portion of the Organisacion Latin
America's fiesta last Friday, October 28. The dance was held at the
Hemingway Center wilh live music
generously provided by Creacion
Juvenil.
Lambada with all the provocative
Ranging from live performances
sexuality of the film, They proved
to lip-synches, the talentsbow por- their competence in the dance, altion of the dance was a motley
though Ruiz bad had no formal
jumble of Latino talent. Both club dance ttaining and Medina had
OffIcerS, President Albino Ortega
learned the Lambada just two days
and Vice-President Gilberto Ruiz before.
Jr., contributed to the lip-synch
Jose Lopez, the club's sergeantcontest.
in-arms, considered the night a sucSinging a cappella, Nonna A. cess. "I'here are many ~le
new
Torres sung hauntingly sweet songs to Iheclub here tonight. He sighted
in espanol. Many other club mem- thatclubmembersbip bas increased
bers contributed their wares to the to 40 members up from last
evening's frolicking fun, sex and semester's mere 10 members.
love-you
D8J11eit, Baby, it was
Caldwell band Creacion Juvenil
there. ...
was on band playing a combination
The audience was even treated to of both traditional and modem
a live display of that fOibidden and Latino music. There was a pleasant
ob-so-I'isc\ue dance, the Lambada.
feeling of friendship in the air, parUnder a smgle spot light, with the ticularly during certain polkas.
Hemingway center's monolithic
"We plan to be having dances at
pipe organ as a back drop, Gilberto
least once a month," said Lopez.
Kuiz and Analuisa Medina per- "Hopefully, wewillhavelive bands
formed the traditional Brazilian
at most of them."

Friday night's fiesta was intended
as a means of supporting the club's
campus sponsored activities ..OLA
brings in guest speakers to discuss
subjects such as job place'!1ent ~t
their meetings;' supports Hispanic
political candidates around the st;ate
and participates
in advocaung
Mexico's Fight for In~nde~.
However, one of the club s pnonties is recruiting Hispanic students
from Idaho, encouraging them to
fmisb high school and auend BSU.
For
those
interested
in
Organisacion Latin America, they
meet every Wednesday' evenings at
5 p.m. in thevo-teeh building, rooms
115 or 119. Both Hispanic lind nonHispanic students are invited to at·
tend. Or contact the officers, President Albino Orte(l= 385-1938 or
Vice-President Gilberto Ruiz Jr.:

342-4873.
carpe muerto
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Collins Takes Lucky-Chances

By JEFFERSON GRAHAM
© USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network
She's written 14 novels in21 years, "
but the first to be made into a movie
was Hollywood Wives in 1984.
Jackie CoIlins hated what they did
to it.
"I was a creative consultant. The
only problem was, they never consuIted me,"
She jumped at the opportunity to
tum her Chances and Lucky books
into a sexy, soapy miniseries for
NBC, with one proviso: that she
write the screenplay and be executive producer as well.
By TOM GREEN
Allin all.ltwas a happy experience
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
for what's billed as Jackie Collins'
. Apple College Information Network Lucky-Chances, airing Sunday Oct.
Jeff Bridges admits that even 7 through Tuesday Oct. 9 at 9 p.m.
though he got an Oscar nomination
EDT-PDT on NBC.
for The Last Picture Show in 1971,
"It's much more fun doing it
he still wasn't that serious about yourself than having another writer
acting. "I was into music and and say 'Hey, I'm going to take this
painting," says the 40-year-old ac- best-selling book and do what I
tor.
want with it....
But the film, in which he plays
Lucky-Chances is the story of
affable Duane Jackson, remains
gangster Gino and his daughter
special to him and he had some Lucky, who ends up running Gino's
stipulations before agreeing to star casino empire in Las Vegas. Knots
in its sequel, Texasville. Director , Landings"NicolietteSheridanstars
Peter Bogdanovich's screen version as Lucky, and Vincent Irizarry of
of Larry McMurtry's best-seIling
Santa Barbara is Gino. Chances,
novel opened last weekend. "If it
wasn't going to be a good mate for
the original, then I wasn 'tinterested
in it," Bridges says. "If somebody
in the cast was going to be replaced,
I also wasn't going to be interested ."
Finding the right Karla, who is
Duane's formidable wife, also was
critical for Bridges. Annie Potts won
the part. Finally, Bridges insisted
thatBogdanovich, who also directed
The Last Picture Show, have the
final cut on Texasville, "I did (director)HalAshbv's last film (1986's
8 Million Ways. io Dje).They took
it away from him and chopped it up.
That was fresh in my mind."
The making of Texasville wasn't
an easy shoot for Bridges. He gained
30 pounds to play Duane. Up to the
first day of shooting he didn't have
a feel for the character. "I didn't
know what he would wear, what he
would walk like-nothing fell right
to me. I was very depressed. All of
a sudden there was a knock on the
door ..,"
It was the owner of the property
where the film was shooting and he
looked just right. He .Kave Bridges
his clothes and ep- came back
with six pairs of matching pants.
Not so easy for Bridges was the
press attention because the film reunites Bogdanovich with ex-lover
Cybill Shepherd. There also was
curiosity about Bogdanovich's
marriage to the late Playmate Dorothy Stratten's younger sister,
Louise. "That was tough. They take
up Peter's energy to interview him
and all you get is personal stuff.
That was upsetting."
Bridges has skillfully dodged
glaring tabloid headlines during a
career that began in 1969. He says
he took that cue from his father,
actor Lloyd Bridges. "Although it's
a little different now," says the
younger Bridges, who hasa getaway
spread in Montana. "He probably
goes to more parties and participates
in the social scene a lot more than I
do. I'd rather sit home and lead a
normal life,"
Bridges' weight is back to normal. He went on a regimen of buck wheat noodles to get into trim for
his next film, The Fisher King.
The one thing he can't do on a'
cozy night in Montana is slip a copy
of The Last Picture Show on the
VCR The film has never been released on video, and that disappoints Bridges. "I wish they had
taken advantage of it in a soft-sell
way," he says, "Texasville is. a
richer experience having seen P,Cture Show." (Tom Green writes for
USA TODA Y.) CCop)t~ 1990. USA TO-

Show
Star
Returns

to

Texas ville

with sales of 10 million, is Collins'
second-best-selling tome, following Wives at 15 million. The book's
appeal: "People love Gino and
Lucky. He's the gangster with the
heart of gold. She's appealing because of her strength. She does
things women would like to do but
wouldn't dare,"
Thesequel,LadyBoss(Simonand
Schuster, $21.95) is No.9 on the
New York Times best sellers list. In
it, Lucky is head of a movie studio.
With the mini-series over and book
tour almost finished, Collins plans
a vacation to Bora-Bora "to rest and
listen to soul tapes/'Upon herretum,
she'll start writing a' screenplay,
Married Lovers (she'd love Sean
Connery or Michael Caine to star),
begin work on a miniseries version
of Lady Boss and finish her book,
Hollywood Kids.
As for Lucky's baseball competition on CBS, Collins thinks her
steamy concoction will do great.
"Who's going to watch baseball
when you can see Nicollette
Sheridan?"
(JeffersonGrahamwritesforUSA
TODAY.) ©USATODAY/Apple
College Information Network

A rare occasion and one to eelebrate. Every single film showing
at Boise's own art movie house,
The Hicks, is worth watching.
Showing through Wednesday is
David Lynch's Wild at Heart, a
fever dream of a movie starring
Nicolas Cage, Laura Dem, Crispin
Glover, Harry Dean Stanton,
Willem Dafoe and Dianne Ladd. It
is one of the best films of the year
for a myriad ot reasons, If you've
aIreadyseenit,thechancesaregood
that you'll want to visit Cape Fear
and New Orleans again.
Both Dem and Cage give performanees of such high caliber that
they rank with anything film actors
have given us showing young lovers ever. And the comic bits are
even funnier the second time around.
Be sure to keep an eye out for
Sherilyn Fenn in that haunting car
accident scene. And if you haven't
picked up the soundtrack-c-dc it!!
Cinema Paradiso is 1989's

Academy Award winning Best
Foreign Language Picture. It's the
story of a real love for movies and if
it doesn't bring at least one tear to
your damn eye then, well, you're an
old fuddy duddy!
And Iast but not least, After Dark,
M S
'th J
P'
R h I
y weet WI ason atnc, ac e
Ward and Bruee Dem is another
one of the best movies to come out
in a long time. This noir-ish picdi
db J
F I
ture, irecte yames
oey,sustains an intense knot of suspense
and eroticism that so many other
- films can't touch. Patrie is a revelation as the ex-boxer who mayor
may not be crazy and Ward is outstandingasthe"otherwoman"who
mayor may not want to kill the little
bo
.J;e Hicks has a calendar of up- '
coming films that you take a look at.
Among the films set to appear are
the most excellent 22nd Intemational Toumee of Animation and
the much anticipated
Akira
Kurosawa'sDreams.

I'd never have believed that one little computer could make
such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.

>
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Miriam Stall
B,A, History, Dartmouth College
M,B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

"1 became a Macintosh convert in
business school.
'J\t

our computer Jab I'd always find

lines of people waiting to use the Macintosh
computers, while other computers just sat
there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,

or come back at 6 A.\1. to grab one before
they'd all be taken.
'!\fier business school, I took a job at a large bank
and used my Macintosh for producing ere!') thing
from spreadsheets to a company newsletter,
"Today I use Macintosh to help
me run my own management consulting flrm.when 1give a presentation, I GUl see in people's
faces that thevre reallv
impressed. And that makes
me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday
off, put my Macintosh and skis
in the car, and head for the
mountains, I ski days and work
nights, It's perfect.
..You know , I can't savwhere
.
I'll be in fire, ten, or fifteen years,
but I can say that my Macintosh
will be there with me:'
,

,

For all your computer
needs visit the

Data Center
Business Building
Room 116

II.
\X11Y do people lore Macintosh'?
Ask them,

DAY/ApPeC<JllcF IoC«mI1IoaN_orIt
(: 1990 Apple CompUter, Inc Apple. the Apple logo.
and MaCintosh are !~Istered trademarks of Apple Computer.

Inc.

The Navigator
Oct. 15

This award winning New
Zealand movie. filmed In
both a brilliant black and
white and stunning color. Is
sensational. Its Impact Is
astounding. The film Is a
must see. 7 p.m. at the
SPEC. Brought to us' by
Student Programs Board.

Fantastic Planet
Oct. 12

....
~~!

FANTASTic'

PLANET

The exciting
animated
fantasy feature about little
people and their wide-eyed
owners will·be shown on the
wide
screen
for your
enjoyment. The screen Is In
the SPECat 7 p.rn, SPBFilm
Series.

-------------------------Movie Double Feature
rheNavlgatorat

Oct. 14

7 p.m. and Fantastic Planet at 9 p.m. at
the SPEC.

\.

\

\1

"~.,-

10-13
rtment will open their
the-Plow. the
dark side of Hollywood
avid Mamet. (You may
n, in its Broadway run.
olcved one of the three

y.

WIThthe student-wrllten
nesdahl.
ented at 8 p.m. in stage
:kets are $6 general
idents, and free to BSU
Select -o-seot.
J Theatre Arts

.

•'.'J

dO'' "'
d. 8 p.rn,
more

IDAHO THEATER FOR YOUTH

Oct. 18-27
Idaho Theater for Youth opens its 10th anniversary
season October 18 at stage" of the MOrrison Center with
Mother Hicks. a sensitive and moving play about a
young orphan's search for meaning In her life. Written In
1983 by Suzan Zeder. one of America's foremost
plaYWrights for young audiences. Mother Hicks was
subsequently awarded the Children's Theater
AssocIatIon of AmerIca's 'Distinguished Play Award.'
Mother Hicks wl/l run October 18-20.October 26-27 at 7
o.m, In stage" of the Morrison Center. The Saturday.
October 20 perfonnance will be signed for the hearing
Impaired. TIckets are $6 for adults; $4 stUdents
(appropriate for ages 8 to adult). and are available at all
Select-a-Seat outlets and at the door. For more
Infonnatlon. call 345-0060 .

.....

>
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~
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Eric
Wants You
to Register
to Vote

He's
Country.
He's
New.
He's
Now.
He's
Ty Green.
RedHol.
That'swhatcriticsarcsaylngabout
country's newest chart topper, Ty
Green; who will be appearing at the
Morrison Center October 18 at 8
p.m.
Ty Green's new "hit chart" single
release, "Fool That I Ami' written
by Keith Stegall (who produces
Allan Jackson) and Gary Harrison,
are two of Nashville's TOP country
songwriters, writing hit-chartsongs
for country music's biggest of entertainers.
t'"
TyGreen's new cassette tape and
compact disc album that is now
being released nation-wide, entitled,
"I'm Green" features an assortment
of unreleased country songs written
by Larry Cordle (who wrote "Highway 40 Blues" for Ricky Skaggs,
and "Hollywood Squares" for
George Strait), A.L. "Doodle"
Owens, Gene Nelson, Larry Shell,
Bert Colwell, Dennis Knutson, and

Jim Photoglo, all of Nashville.
Ty (Jreen has been termed by
nashville's music row critics and
insiders as the next "Garth Brooks"
in country music, fastly climbing
the country music radio charts.
The concert/show will be an "eyecatching" Nashville, Music City,
U.S.A. production, including Ty
Green's eight-piece "Texas Style"
Western Swing Band that will
guarantee a "foot-and-toe tapping"
tingle from the Bob Wills era, and
featuring Nashville's "cream of the
crop" studio session musicians, all
considered Music Row's best!
Ty Green will be presented and
sponsored by Western Riding Club!
Boise/Caldwell/Nampa,
Idaho
Contact: Russ Lindsley (208) 3449988 ext. 214 (leave message)
Tickets for the Ty Green concert/
show are now available and on sale
through all G&B Select-a-Seat
ticketoutlets,as well as the Morrison

Governor Cecil Andrus has
proclaimed the week beginning Oct. 8 as Student Voter
Registration Week. BSU,
ISU, U of I and LCSC are all
promoting registration for the
upcoming election.
Students can register in the
Center Box Office.
Student
Union Building on
In addition to attending the Ty
Green concert/show, those attending the event will be treated to an
"After Show Reception! Autograph
Party;' to meet and visit with the
artist and members of the band, for
signing of albums and photographs.
Arrangements are now being made
for signing of albums and photographs. Arrangements are now being made for the after show reception/autograph party, and reservations are required and may besecured by calling Russ Lindsley for
details on the "After Show Party!
Reception."
Those wishing to auend the after
show event will need theirTy Green
concert "ticket stub" for admission
to this event.
The Ty Green concert/show has
been "billed" as one of Nashville's
best country acts/entertainment
tours.

Thursday, Oct. 11 from 10
a.m.-2p.m.
During the last few years,
the BSU polling place has had
the lowest voter turn out in
Ada County. Let's do something about those poor statistics and tell people that voter
registration is going on.

Those Darn Dharma Bums

music is enjoyable and needs no
justification.
The backbone of this outfit is made
up of the guitar of Eric Lovre and
The University News
the voice of Jeremy Wilson. Lovre
uses a semi-dirty, steely, Telecaster
"The boys are here doing lots of sound, and makes use of influences
recording and they're gonna give us as diverse as standard blues and
Punkinhead. So open your ears and southern rock and roll, all the while
listen to Punkinhead," said the old taking primary responsibility for
shaping Dharma Bums' own sound.
man. Then the boys stepped in with
TWO DOLLARS OFF
"Pumpkinhead," just like the old Wilson's voice is distinct and acONLY ONE COIIPON PER ORDER, PLEASE
•.... ,,,.. ,,oll'.
DISCOUNT
INCLUDES
SALES TAX.
ANY LARGE OR $1.00 OFF
curate, far from sterile. His thin.
man said.
ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
mid-range sound works well on all
So begins Bliss, the latest album
from Portland's Dharma Bums. A the efforts the band makes on Bliss,
Good through October 29
~~~
from a slow waltz to an angry dirge,
four-piece, guitar-centered outfit,
Good at all Treasure Valley
and a whole bunch of straight-ahead
Locallons
they bring some very nice rock heavy to delicate and all points be- rock.
"Pumpkinhead"
is a standard
tween. Though these songs are
rocker, not far from the realm of
hardly ground-breaking, especially
R.E.M. 's Green sound. At times,
to anyone who's heard the Bums'
previous release, Haywire. the the band uses as many as three
~\J}tJ)
bH/ki\J n ~\nl)\]/'UI
voices, making for very nice lis••••••••
•••••• •
tenir ". The bulk of the work,
howl ver, is done by Lovre's incessant guitar. Far from flashy,
Lovrc's instrument is pivotal. "Far
From Gone" is upbeat and slightly
honkytonk in Dharma Bums' own
special way. Wilson' sdialogue with
the backing vocals makes for a
simple but cool chorus. "Stayed Up
Late" comes toward the end of side
one, and sounds considerably different from what comes before it.
Cool guitars, a little mellower feel,
PI~ESEI'\TS
and a touch of country give Bliss a
nice boost above the potential
boredom. "Pigweeds" is quintessential Dharma Bums, as anyone
familiar with Haywire will quickly
recognize. "B-Sting" is a way cool
rocker. with the cathchiest chorus
on vinyl.
Of the few songs left to round out
Bliss, none is far off the well-esMORRISON CENTER, STAGE 7:00 P.M. TICKETS: $4. STUDENTS, $6. ADULTS
tablishedDharmaBumsmark.
This
album is right up there with the last,
TICKIITS AVAILABLe AT ALL seLECT·A-seAT LOCATIONS
definitely
worth owning, "and
·TI1IS PERfORMANCE, SIGNED FOR TI1E I1EARING IMPAIRED
hopefully puts these guys on the air,
on the road, and on the charts where
,"=.~.:-.~~;:~:;.;~:-;:;~-=
• .;:~:-.:"TH,:.-:;E.:-:C
H..~LDR-::.:-::.:-~:,,'
~-:;~:-: EA:,.:rRE:-:.~~ :-:••l1ON i"': D.~sn~i"':.".•• ISH EDi"':~ ~i"':~..
R£C~
~N:-:~
.. ED:' ~:-: ~-::~:-::~:-9 :AD-::.:-::~:-~:":r':'.-:;.:-:.~_:
they belong.
By
David Lentz

RoundTable
Pizza.

IDU

SUrZAN

ZEDER'S

MOTHER

OCTOBER
18, 19,20*,
26, & 27

HICI(S

SHE'S A WITCH, PEOPLE SAY!
n

w•••~ :-·

Iwould've bought a Macintosh even without

the student discount.
Greg Gallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, Iwas immediately
hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're
a pain to learn, and working on them can be
. a grueling experience. Last year, a friend ,
bought another kind of computer against
my advice and has used itfor maybe 15 '
hours. What a waste.

"Macintosh, on the other hand,' is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how to get it on
paper. You can create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work
in the same way
"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back:'
For all your computer needs visit the

DataCenter
Business BlJilding Rm.116
'~

.~

Why do people love Macintosh~?
Askthern

.,'

Cl990_CclmIl'JlO<InC._"_IogO.ond_"~_oI_~1nC.
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Widmayer stood, taught where Thomas Becket did
before the final selection is made,
The competition is fllirlysti~ -:..
sometimes only one proposal m 35
or 40 can be chosen. The consortia
''This iswhereitreallyha{>J?ened:' then plan full academic programs
the student from Alaska said, as we including language instruction, adstood reading the plaque in Canter- ditional courses taught by Eurobury Cathedral. "I am standing pean faculty, excursions and field
trips.
where Thomas Becketstood,looking at what he must -have seen in
those last seconds before they killed
him. Awesome." It was awesome
forme, too.
I went to London to teach in the
Northwest Interinstitutional Council on Study Abroad (NICSA) program in 1985, knowing I was going
to indulge myself in theatre, Devon
clotted cream, and thejoys ofliving
the trivia of everyday En~lish life.
The two courses I had devised were
sound academically, but they were
also self-indulgent: One was an
excuse to see even more plays, the
other ("Cultural Reactions to the
Industrial Revolution'') allowed me
to work off my frustrations as an art
historian-manque and an impoverished antiques collector. What I
hadn't counted on was how important the experience would be 10 me
as a teacher.
In pedagogical circles, there is
sometimes a distinction made between those who teach students and
those who teach a subject I was
becoming one of the latter. The
more I learned about literature and
social history, the more information I felt I had to get across. occasionally, I'm afraid, the students
were irrelevant eavesdroppers on
extended soliloquies.
Teaching in London may not have
Dear Friend,
curea me or mat, but It causea me to
HERE'S PROOF
I c:hallenRe you to Join me In a totally
reevaluate who I had become as a
"UNIQUE"
Money-Making
venture that
professor. Spending five or six
K.C. Houston. rc Flit '195 1 was working 2
could c:hanRe your life forever, and ahow you
hours a day WIththe same students,
jobs and just barely getting by. 1 began using
how to be&ln earning 530,000.00 per month,
hearing their reactions to a whole
your program 2 months ago and 1 now make
every month. I GUARANTEE ITII (See The
range of experiences (not just my
more money in / month than 1 did all last
SSO,OO Challenge) I have laid out this plan in
year. Thank-you so much for your easy to
class), made me focus once again
great detail in a step by step manual that even
operate program.
a child could follow, I know a 67 year old
on teaching, on rmding how I could
•...
:Or.':::r. in F1cri~::\&I:u, =,~lrcha!!~d my manual
help students understand. It's hard
and last month she made over S32,OOO.00.
t to overstate how exciting it can be
You could be next! Last month I made
to see students realize that the inforM.L. Sterlin6, Va. File '2251 have never seen
S33,253.75 just by working 12 hours per
mation they have been absorbing in
a program so easy to operate as yours.
week, This month I expect to earn over
class actually makes a difference to
Believe me I have sent for numerous so called
S35,OOO.00 and take a 3 week vacation in
the way people live their lives get rich schemes. None of them worked and
Hawaii. This program has never been offered
they just cost me money. I started your
before and I will not offer it again. You
that the announcement of the Budprogram for less than JIO.OO and I now earn
cannot afford to pass up Ihis opportunity.
get, for instance, changes the cost of
over J24,OOO,OO per month. Thank-you so
This revolullonary money-making method is
the mortgage at their home-stay.
much.
in demand everywhere, yet few people even
WHY ONLY 518.00 DOLLARS?
What had seemed a dry political
know it exists. Within 30 days you can be
Obviously, 1 could earn much more money
subject suddenly became a passionenjoying 530,000.00 a month, every month.
by offering
my deluxe
money-making
ate issue. Similarly, Hound students
Don't Envy me Join me!
program at a much higher price. But I am not
much more sensitive to the dilemImagine. never again having to worry
CC Albany, Nt' Fife #27.' Thank you l'er:I'
interested in immediate short term profits. I
mas of literary characters because
about
your financial
status.
Imagine
much for allowing me the opportunity to
honestly want to help and show a select few
purchasing
that
special
home
for
your
family
they were beginning 10 understand
participate in your "Deluxe Money-Making
people this outstanding opportunity.
The
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this
the cultural perspectives of authors.
Program." /I has changed my entire life, 1
people who most need this Deluxe Moneyand much more are now possible for you to
Learning went on constantly for all
deposited J/8,500.00 in my checking account
Making Program, could not afford it if it was
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe
last month, '
of us, not just during the neat 3too expensive. I have priced it so that anyone
Program.
When you order my Deluxe
hour-a-week package of class time.
who has any serious interest in becoming a
Program today, I will offer you FREE,
financial success can have the chance. It's all
I' d go again any ume, And fortuunlimited, telephone consultation.
Included
up 10 you! In fact, I will pay you $50.00 just
nately, Boise State participants in
in my manual is my unpublished
phone
T.J. Stuart. FI File #J18 I was skeptical when
to try my Deluxe Money-Making
Program,
two consortia that offer opportuninumber for your personal use. Call anytime
1 heard about your program. I thought it was
You deserve more for yourself and your
and I will be happy to help you with any
ties for faculty to teach abroad.
one of those get rich quick schemes to can
family. ORDER today. your satisfaction is
questions.
people. 1 figured "what the heck, either I
NICSA is the one I know well,
guaranteed.
No, this hu nothlna to do with Real
make the money you say or 1 get my money
having taught in the London proEatate, playing the LoUery or Gambling, It is
If coupon is missing write your name and
back plus J50.00. Well was I wrong," To
gram and chaired the council for the
PERFECTLY LEGAL and does not require
address on a piece of paper along with 518.00
think, I almost passed this opportunity up. 1
past two years. NICSA draws stua special talent or long hours, It's very
plus 52.00 shipping and handling and send to:
now earn more money in one month than I
dents and faculty from nine Northunusual and uniquely dessgned ior each
made all tast year. Thankyou ROil.
PiJC Corporation
west universities: Boise State,
person that uses it. There is no "face to face"
Chenanao Rd.
Central Washington, Oregon State,
selling or large investment required. It'S a
New Hartford. NY 13413
"Money Making Program" that has a proven
Portland State, University of Alaska
record and it is extremely profitable.
at Fairbanks, University of Oregon,
DON'T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT
University of Washington, WashPOC COllJorlUnn
o.pl, 9003
ington State and Western WashingPerhaps you have sent for some worthless
OrnanRo Rd.
NO INVESTMENT
NECESSARY
ton. It runs quarter programs m
N... Hartford. NY -i34lJ
gel rich schemes in the past. So many ads
promise you everything, but in reality you get
London, Cologne, Avignon on and
Dear Ron.
I started my program for under 515.00 and
nothing. I guarantee you sucess or I will pay
Siena.
I'd b. crazy not 10 Iry your _system, I
you can do the same. II's as valid now as it
you S50.00 for Just trying m)' prollram. You
Boise State, the University of
understand if I don't start making 530.000 per
was 2 years ago, In fact, with the trend of the
can't lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted
Iowa and the University of Nevada
monlh J can return your Manual for a full
Nation's economy today, my program is even
author and publisher on home opportunities,
refund plu, an additional 5~O,OO for just trving
at both Las Vegas and Reno make
more of a success.
has to sar,aboul my "Deluxe Money-Making
your
Deluxe Monry·Makin8 Syslem. On that
up the University Studies Abroad
Program,
.',
hasi, her.-is my 5IR,OO
Consortium (USAC). USAC has
semester and summer programs in
Name
•
.
_
START FROM THE PRIVACY
conjunction with the University of
OF YOUR OWN HOME
the BasqueCountry (San Sebastian,
"Ron, )'ou offer an outstanding oppor.
Add .. "
tunil)'. I don't understand ...h)' .1'flU don't
I
-._-----.. -------Spain), the University of Pau
I put my "Deluxe
Money-Making
charge more fhan SI8.00 bill 1 do undrrstand
I
(France) and the UniversityofTurin
Program" into operation from my apartment
...h)' )'OU offer JSO.OO to ao)'onr who tries
('ill' -_
.. _-_
.. ---- - (Italy).
2 years agoI 'dWhil~ wdorkingSa62f~loool
limOOe
job.
)'our program. Simpl)', it M'orks as )'011 - I Siale
Zil'
_
The faculty experience in both
Last year
eposlle over
,mto
descrlbr. 1 ...hole hrartrdl)' recommrnd ,I'Ollr
I
consortia is similar. American promy checking account. My accountant in New
I)eluxr Mone,l'·Ma1<lngProgram to anyone in
I
York has my financial statement in his office
ne.d of large sums of mane)', because lIs
PI•• ,e indude 5HJll '" «"or 1""la8e and
:;::
fessors propose courses that have ::::
to prove it; I now own my own home in the
profitable, Irg/t/mate and pro\'rn."
I handlin8 of your racka8e,
been designed to make full use of ~~~~
mos(prestigious
part or town,
-Mark Preston
l..!.,R..!-990_-J
;::;
the resources of specific sites. ;;;:
__ Faculty at each university then ~m......::;... :z ..~.::;~'-::::':-:»"-::::':'~=»:~~':-:::':;'o:».,"o:».,"-::::.:.::::.'-::OJ..'~ '*"~'::::.:-:».'-:&.:'*''-:»"'~•••-:»".:~•••:::-....:.:=".... :••:-.:-::.::. '«: •••.
:••.•.
:••'-:-:
....&,.••::::.~.::::..:.~ ••••~.:».,"~I~~~
...=:»:<C=:-:<C=:-::::::" '$:.~~.~~:,"0;'%
"'$:.~ ..:-:».'=». '*:'::::::':-:::::'~~:::".:;::.:--~:::::;::~.::;::-:-::;::.:.;:;
...:.•::::::.;o::c:;;o;x~.%"~ :;:;
evaluate and rank the proposals :;:::==*:" ~:::':=::::" '::c:••-,;:=:••Y*;'<:l;.;~">.'-»-",,*",~-..;;;:~ }anWidmayer c _,
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FORBIDDEN FORTUNE
s $30,000.00
PER MONTH EVERY MONTH!
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Broncos roll past the floundering Griz
Defense shuts down U. of M. attack
by Lily Looney

The University News
"

O. With just under two minutes
left, cornerback Robinson picked
up the first of 6 Montana fumbles.
The Grizzlies finally erased their
goose egg at the close of the period
with a field goal. Thequarterended
with the Broncos on top 12-3 .
2nd quarter: Early on, BSU
quarterback Mike Virden connected
with wide receiver Winky White
on a 37-yard reception setting up a
I-yard touchdown run by sophomore David Tingstad. The Grizzlies
were again unable to hold onto the
ball as they fumbled once more for
v
a loss of 14 yards. Strong safety
... \'....:
Tim Langhans made the recovery,
bring the Bronco offense back onto
the field. JuniorrunningbackChris
Thomas barreled into the end zone
for a touchdown and Winky White I-------------Photo

A hungry Bronco squad devoured the University of Montana
without so much as a Grizzly grow I
in last weekend's homecoming
mauling ending in a 41-3 killing by
Boise State.
1st quarter:
Kicker Mike
Black opened scoring early with a
23-yard field goal. Cornerback.
Frank Robinson picked off an interception to set up the Bronco's
next scoring drive. Black brought
the score to 6-0 Boise State on a 35yard field goal. Mid-way through
the quarter, defensive tackle Shawn
.Anderson made the first of a hand
full of quarterback sacks resulting
in negative yardage for the Grizzlies.
With three minutes remaining,
running back Bart Hull scored on a
6-yard rush to bring the score to 12- Continued on Page 19
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No Tickets

Amidst the latest ticket
squabble
the same question keeps
r~:"
.. _-"".
£c.
coming to mind-Where
are the
BSU alumni? Maybe they could
get us out of this mess. The grads
can
be heard from points afar as
~
they complain about Boise State's
sport teams and their losing (or lack
of championship) seasons.
But
where are they come game day?
Surely, not at the sport arenas.
Excluding
homecoming,
BSU graduates are an endangered
species around Bronco Stadium and
the Pavilion come game day. Yet,
.J'
they apply constant pressure on the
by
Scott
D.
McMurtrey
football team to win enough games
Chris Thomas (20), strikes for yards against t3nz
and draw enough fans for an illadvised jump to Division I. Perhaps current students and local fans
would become more rabid about
BSU football if they saw motor
home loads of fans arriving in the
Stadium parking lot on Wednesdays and Thursdays to "steal" their
tickets. Tickets would become a
valued commodity, and the events
which transpired last Friday would
'.
never occur.
For those who don't know
....
what transpired, hoards of students
approached Union Station in the
SUB to pick up their game tickets,
only to be notified that the 5,106
student and guest tickets were entirely gone. "However," the Station
workers
announced, "reserved
tickets can be purchased for $11."
"
What? Eleven bucks! No f_ing
way! was the usual student response.
The administration's greediness and mthlessness where students
I--...;.;...--------------------------~-----Photo
by'Scott
D.McMurtrey
are concerned is common knowlIn his most impressive game as a Bronco, Bart Hull (22) powers through the Montana defense for a big gain.
edge-s-was it President Kaiser or
-"
Athletic Director Bleymaier who
sneered down from a personal sky
box and said, "only the little people
pay for tickets"?.o.-yet, they sunk
even deeper into the depths of stupidity (I know some people believe
An all new Lumberjack
Tom Johnson. Johnson, who played six starters. One of the defensive
I. 1!
BSU administrators have already
by Lily Looner
coaching staff leads the 30 retumdefensive line last season, has been strengths this year will be on the
The UniVersity News
reached the bottom) when they
ing lettermen, including six on of- moved to the tight end position for defensive line, where two starters
deemed it necessary to charge stufense and six on defense, in a mul- this season.
return. Senior Mike Sanfratello is a
dents the full ticket price once the
-e •
Th~'~Ax"is back in Northem tiple set offense and defense. The
Two positions where the three-yearstarterattheend
position.
original allotment is exhausted.
mainstay of NAU's offense is their Lumberjacks have had to rebuild
Arizona'iootbaII,and this weekBSU
Another returning starter is sophoTheir argument: This is the
coach Skip HaIl will lead the Bron- line, where they returnfour starters.
are at the quarterback and running
more Jim Jones. Jones started most
first game in which the students
cos into the forest for the fust of, Senior Tony Conrad is a top return back positions. Greg Wyatt, who of last year at a tackle position.
have used up all of their tickets, so
three consecutive road games.
for Arizona and last year, saw time set several passing records while at
Anotherdefensive strength is
how
can we give them more? (Part
at both center and guard positions.
Steve Axman,assistantcoach
Northern Arizona, has graduated,
the secondary, where three starters
of the deal last spring in which
at the University of Arizona from Otherreturnersfor NAU are seniors leaving junior Brad Scottas theonly
return. One returning letterman is
students received their new nose198Q.;1984, now takes over as head Tom Merriam and Dave Nichols,
returning veteran at the quarterback
senior Darrin Jackson, who started
bleed
seats included the giving of
coach of the Lumberjacks and plans and junior Sean Farley. Another
slOL Scott holds little game time at two positions last season. Jackto chop down BSU's hopes for the strength for the Lumberjack offense
experience; playing only the last son started at free safety during the more seats to students). GoodpoinL
"
Big Sky Championship when they is at the receiver and tight end po- two games of the 1988season after first season and at cornerback in the If the students would get off their
lazy asses and start snatching up
go head to head on his turf next sitions. Sophomore Julian Howard
Wyatt suffered a knee injury. Scott latter half.
seats early in the week, perhaps a
returns after leading NAU in re- also played sparingly last season.
Saturday.
The other returning starters
student body of 13,000 would be
A relative newcomer to the ceiving yardage as a starter last
At running back, only two are senior Salvador Nava, last year's
Big Sky Conference, Axman has year. Also returning at the receivlettermen return. Sophomore An. starting free safety, and junior De- given more than 5,106 seats; then
the alumni and boosters would use
had experience in the Pac 10, the ing position are senior Mark Gappa,
thony Simmons, who saw a lot of rek Mason,
who started
at
up the rest and sellouts at Bronco
Big 10 and the Atlantic Coast Con- sophomores Tony Werstler and playing time at the end of last sea- cornerback before suffering a mid.
football games would be the rule,
ferences.Though
he lacks experi- LamontShedrick,andfreslunanJeff
son, is joined by back-up fullback,
season knee injury.
rathetthantheexception.·Andlhen,
ence in the playing style of the Big Markey. Last year's starttz. at tight senior Todd EvangeliSL
NAU lost all three of its startthestanyeyedadministmtorswouId
Sky,bisopponents will alsohave to end, sophomore Tucker Smith is
On the other side of the ball,
have
a reason for building a new
alsojoinedatthatpositioo
by junior
adjustto the style he brlngs toNAU.
NAU's defensive unit also returns
Continued on Page 21
stadium.
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B,o~os continued from Page 18
was good for the conversion. The
Broncos were up 27-3 with over ten
minutes remaining in the half. The
next five minutes saw the Broncos
pick off a Montana pass, and in the
drive, they fumbled, made the recovery and popped in a one yard
score for six points. The score was
34-3 Boise. In the next Bronco
possession, Don Graves of the
Grizzlies brought down a pass intended for receiver Winky White.
The baIl was then in the hands of
Montana, butnotforlong. Robinson
made his second interception of the
game at the close of the half.
3rd quarter: With ten minutes to go in the quarter, Virden
connected on a 23-yard touchdown
pass to senior Terry Heffner. Black
was good for the extra point andthe
score was 41-3. With less than a
minute to go, Virden's pass was
intercepted by Montana's Sean
Dorris.
4th quarter:
The fourth
quarter was a scoreless string of
quarterback sacks. The first sack
belonged to defensive tackle Jim
Pantner,
Thirty seconds later,
Pantner teamed with defensive end
Durelle Goodloe to bring Montana's
quarterback to the grass. With just
over four minutes to play, sophomore defensive lineman Tim Hall
pulled Brad Lebo to familiar ground
to rack up another sack for the
Broncos. The game ended on a sack
by freshman Greg Sabala and the
score remained 41-3.
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Frosh hit~menlead punishing special
teams

by Lily Looney

The University News

Glory comes like Bogus Basin snow to an element of Bronco
football that fans might often overlook.
This season, the Broncos'
special teams is coming out from
behind the lockerroom door to bask
in a little of the lime light.
Special teams is the third of
three interdependent elements that
make the game of football possible.
They serve as a sort of medium in
the exchange of possession of the,
ball.
In their offensive role, the
return man receives the opponents
punt or kickoff and with blocking
from the line, runs the ball up field,
establishing initial field position for
the offense.
On the flip side, defensively,
the special teams deliver the ball to
the opponent's return unit and attempt to contain them without giving up key yardage, thus putting the
Bronco defense in good position.
With only about twenty-five
plays per game to the sixty or so
plays per game of the offense and
defense, special teams' gets little
time with the turf under their feet.
When they do get onto the field,
they're hungry, aggressive, and
ready togive all they've got to make
good things happen.
'We are always improving,
but no matter how good we get, we
can alwaysgetbeUer," special teams
coach Ouis Culig said
Kicker Mike Black, with
freshman DannyWeeksathis heels,
has done a great job at his position.
Last year, Black was good on 28 of
30 extra point attempts and also

connected on 11 of 20 field goal
attempts. Black has the third highest record for career field goals at
Boise State with 24 and was the
second leading scorer for the Broncos last season with 61 points.
Linebackers Rob Gates and
Scott Monk are also making a name
for themselves this season on special teams. They are developing
into very productive, hard working
team players.
Rob Gates, a freshman from
Kent, Washington, red-shirted last
season after walking on in 1989.
Gates received all-league honors at
defensive end two straight year at
Kentwood High School and also
received second team tight end honors his senior year. Gates has a
tremendous desire to get on the field
and contribute to winning games. If
he can carry his positive attitude and
clear minded focus into each game,
he will become a very valuable asset
to the Broncos.
Scott Monk, also a freshman,
is corning off his red-shirt season
after signing with the Broncos in
1989. Monk was the leading taekler
at Capital High School his junior
and senior seasons. He received
flrst team A-I all-state honors in
1988. Monk, like Gates, works hard
for the Broncos and give one bundred pacent of himself at pr8ctiCe
and on the playing field.
After a tough practice on a
rainy day, a scraped up linebacker
described the closeness and unity
that the Bronco football team has
built, "and that unity alongwithalot
of talent and hard work is what wins
footballgames,"saidMonk.
Hetoo
has proven himself, proven his talcot and desire. .and ep.itomizes,

through the blood on his face and
the sweat on his back, the Bronco
special teams and Bronco football
as a whole.
Senior Winky White, the
spark in the special teams return
unit, is known for his quickness
and ability to pull big plays out of
his magic hat. A football wizard of
sorts, White signed with the Broncos after an all-state and all-city
season
as quarterback
at
Montebello High School in Denver, Colorado; made the switch to
receiver, and is now leading the
Broncos, in receiving with over
1,400 yards. White has also added
punt returning and kickoff returning to his responsibilities on; the
field Whitehadhisbestgamethis
season not long ago against Long
Beach State. He brought down
seven receptions for 150 yard and
one touchdown, but said, "No matter how well I do individually, if we
don't get a victory, none of those
slats are worth anything."
When asked about the added
responsibility of returning punts
and kickoffs, White said, "It's my
job, all I have to do is catch the baIl .
andrun. Ilike getting my hands on;
the ball; it's something I want and
look forward,to doing."
Junior rUnning back Chris
Thomas is also an important part of
the return unit: Thomas cut back
on return duties in the game with
Long Beach after getting banged
up in his key role at running back.
However, he is an asset to special
teams and should be back in the
"line up on the return unit this week.
Someotherkeyspecialistare:
Darrin Lyle, Kenny Kuehl,' and
Scott Russell.
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The Broncos' heavy-hit freshmen Scott Monk
(49), and Rob Gates (45) pummel the Grizzlie
in Saturday's lambasting of the University of
Montana'
Photo by Scott D. McMurtrey
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Passive students need ajump start
in their volleyball support
I
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&B1NDER'

It's the third home game of
the season and the BSU Volleyball
women are once again displaying
their incredible playing llbilities.
But, as the Broncos kick ass
on the court my eyes can't help but
scan the bleachers that, as usual,
remain untilled, The newly remod-

wrHE ONLY BIND TO BE IN-
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BSU STUDENTS

• SAVE'
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see us before you buy any where else.
Receive a 1oro discount on FUTONSwi1h
your student activity card.
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eled gym equipped to house I,3OO
spectators, contains maybe 600 on
agoodnighL
Sounds of low keyed chatter
that would be expected at most
sporting events, is replaced by the
echoing sounds of balls bouncing
off the hardwood floor. It would be
, great if the absence of background
noise was due to the captivation of
the audience, but such is not the

case.

Itis purely the lack of student
support and quite frankly, I find that
to be rather offensive.
Where is everyone? What
could possibly be more important
than giving a hard working, dedi. cated and talented group of fellow
students the support and enthusiasm that they are so deserving? I
, shake my head in disbelief as the
possible reasons flash through my
head. Perhaps our "students of
spirit" are sitting in front of their
televisions; eyes glued to another
repeat episode of Dallas or some
other syndicated series.
"Then again, maybe credit
should be given when due. There
could be, by some freak of nature,
some students who are diligently
studying their lecture notes f<x' the
next day's classes. Get a lifer

That'saboutas likelyasLarry
Purviance not including profanities
in his editorial columns. ( No offense, Larryl )
Maybe it's because most stu, dents have about as much knowledge of the game of volleyball as
they do of hog calling. I guess I'd
have to admitthatthis isasomew1uJt
legitimate excuse. But if this kid,
the queen of sports stupidity, can
write weekly articles on the subject
then anyone can overcome this minor handicap.
I recently took it upon myself
to probe further into the complicated minds of the student body.
It's amazing how most red-blooded
American students would rather be
out straight shooting Uzo than sitting on their butts for an hour in a

half empty gym. Particularly, when
the chances of seeing anyone they
know at the games is highly unlikely.
Thanlcs to community support as well as campus promotion,
football games continue to be frequented regardless of the negatives
that unquestionably accompany the
sport For instance, how many times
has it been brought up about the
expense of tickets to the university's
students?
I personally, am at a loss for
a solution to this unfortunate problem and open for suggestions! Is
there something that would ht;}p to
encomage more student support?
Perhaps, in the future the volleyball

Continued on Page 21
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Rugby team takes 3rd in Park
City tournament
yJoeYochum

pedal to The University News
The BSU Rugby Oub fmhed third at the annual Park City
tah) Rugby Toumament over the
eekend. After a first round loss to
City Club, Boise State reunded to win three straight
tches, knocking off the University of Utah to claim the third place
trophy •..
Third place is the highest the
Rugby Club has ever finished and
the success has served as a big motivator for the upcoming Boise
Ruggerfest Tournament
"We're rolling now," said
scrumhalfBrian Wetzel. "We used
to go down to Park City and not do
very well, but the way we played

teams from around the Northwest,
including Snake River, Gonzaga
University, Pocatello, and Utah
State.
Ted Arellano, presidentofthe
Boise State Rugby Club, would like
to see a big turnout of fans for this
year'sruggerfest
"Rugby is a great
sport," said Arellano, "if you"ve
never seen itbefore I encourage you
to come out and watch some of the
gamesattheruggerfest.
Admission
to all the games is free and there will
be plenty of good rugby, so bring
your lawnchairor blanket and come
enjoy the competition." Games at
theruggerfest will run all day Saturday and Sunday--the 20th and
21st

over the weekend shows that weare
improving and capable of playing
with anyone."
Hooker Chad Ranis feels the
Club's success is based on their
hard work and desire to win. "After
playing with the same guys for such
along time," said Ranis, "you begin
to playas a unit and this is the secret
to Rugby. In order to win you must
playas a team, there are no stars on
this club, just 15 guys moving and
thinking as one."
The club is three and three on
the year with games remaining in
Bozeman,
Montana,
and the
upcomingBoise Ruggerfest Tournament The ruggerfest takes place
October2o-21 atEastJr. High, with
the first games getting underway at
9 a.m. The tournament will feature

The BSU Golf team reached
coach Bob Campbell's goal of seventhplace in lhe 20-team Wolf
Pack Golf Classic played in Lake
Tahoe on OcL 1-2 with a total
score of 906.
Campbell had previously
said it would take a good, but not
impossible performance to fmish
in the top one-third of the field,
which was considered the toughest
of the season for the Broncos on
one of the best courses they will
see all year:
The difficult
Edgewood Golf Course,

Games of Saturday, October 13

""'"

Loser

Winner
Boise St.
Nevada
Idaho
Montana
U.C.L.A.
Notte Dame
Washington
Texas
Virginia

No. Arizona
Eastern. Wash.
IdahoSt
WebetSt
San DiegoSt
Air Force
Oregon
Oklahoma
N.C. State

31
38
35
28
41
38
35
28
24

21
31
20
17
38
14
34
24
14

Overall season record 33-11
Students continued from Page 20

Golfers live up to Coach's
hopes: Finish seventh in Tahoe'
Andy Swenson finished in a
tie for seventh, shooting a 220 and
leading the way for the Broncos.
Virginia's Fred Widicus won the
match with a score of 214.
BSU's final 18-hole total of
292 was the second best of the tournament, trailing only Pacific who
fmished third overall. Winning the
tournament was Nevada Blue with
a score of 882, while Oregon State
was runner-up with a score of 887.
Below Pacitic was Virginia (895),
Cal State-Northridge (896), Oregon
(904) and then Boise State. Other
schools included Baylor and
Vanderbilt
The Broncos' next tourna-

Greg's college football picks

ment is Oct6-9 at the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs,
Colorado.

games could be scheduled differentty so that attendance would be
increased by the general public.
Student input would be an advantage to other athletic clubs as well.
Until schedule changes are
made and promotional suggestions
.considered. I make this challenge to

all of you who call yourself Broncos: Mark your calendars for Oct
II, 7:30 p.m. for this is the next
home game the Women Broncos
play. Let's show Northern Arizona
we have the same winning spirit at
our volleyball games as we demonstrate at all oudootball games!

Chow Now
I '5'OS B ~QA 1J00 A Y
BOISE. IDAHO a37~b
3 .q3 -07 ~ "1
GOOD LUCK BRONCOS!!!

Axman from page 18
ing linebackers from last year, but
expect to gain some depth through
severaljuniorcollege transfers. Yet,
the Lumberjacks may still struggle
with depth, experience and having
to adjust to a new coaching strategy, while the Broncos boast experienceandastable coaching system.
Even still, the Broncos may suffer
because of their unfamiliarity with
NAU and it's new coaching staff,
but feel that the strong family unity
and closeness of the team will get
them. through difficult situations.
This game will be crucial for
the Broncos, The outcome could
very well set the tone for the entire
series of road games. The Broncos
are looking at thiee weeks on the
road and avictory would provide a
positive attitude and concentration
while the Lumberjacks focus on
bringing home one victory ata time.
"We have a great attitude, if
we hold together as a team, we can
beat any·body." said Rob Gates,
llnebacker··()

.

WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY

Boise State University
Internatlon Programs
Presents

History and Culture of Italy
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• Florence • Assisi • Rome • Sorrento
·Venice • San Marino • Pompeii
• Tivoli
Tour Group Leaders BSU History Prof Phoebe Lundy
and BSU Communication Prof SuZanne McCorkle
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Application Deadline October 10
Call for free broc:bure._
. 1-800-63~:;6586ext 3295
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\9 Edward Jul ius

Collegiate

45 Memo
47 Gaudy exhibition
1 Actor Everett.
53 Home for bi rds
et al.
55 Charlotte
6 Finishes
a cake
56 Thin limb
10 Pete Weber's
58 Pine extracts
organization
59 German pronoun
13 Attach.
as a bow 60 majesty
tie (2 wds.)
61 Entomologist's
14 "1 Remember -"
specimen
15 Keyboard maneuver
62 Greek letters
16 Gulch
63 Part of B.A.
17 phone
64 Barbara and
19· Amphitheatres:
Lat.
Anthony
20 Ascends
21 Low-mpg car (2 wds)
DOWN
23 Pinball
machine
1 Bow or Barton
word
2 Itchy skin con26 parade
dition
28 Vegas cube
3
Mimicking
29 GulllllYsubstances
4 German name for
34 In an unstable
the Danube
position
(2 wds.)
36 Negative verb form 5 Take li9htly
(2 wds.)
(2 wds.)
6 Sudden urge
37 Pe lted wi th rocks
7 Magic flyers
38 Zone
8 Pol it i ca 1 refugee
39 D.D.S. 's field
9 Healthy:
Sp.
42 Yoko 10 Cleveland.
e.g.
43 Mortgage bearer
ACROSS

CW8703
11 Work in a
restaurant
12 Reply (abbr.)
13 Rocky cl i ff
18 That: Fr.
22 Sharp turn
24 Potent i a 1 base hit
25 A Rooseve 1t
27 French menu item
29 City in Georgia
30 Astronoll\Y prefi x
31 War memorials
32 Pig poke
33 Take it very easy
35 Certain
votes
37 Sault 39 Letter opener
40 Peps in and ptya 11n
41 Pince-44 More infuriated
46 Miss Arden
48 Change the Constitution
49 Cup for cafe au lait
50 Foreigner
51 Element '30 (pl.)
52 Piquancy
54 Spani sh for is 1and
56 Slangy photos
57 Here: Fr.

RNSWERS

'10 'IHE
OC'IOBER Is'I

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$IOOOa~
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

CROSSWDRI)

Plus a cbance at
$SOOOmore!

PUzzLE

....

This program worksl
No Investment needed.

,!

can 1-800-932-0528

E1t. 50

EARN
EXTRACA$H

",,,,sf Ubfl" oflnform,tlon
,HsubjBct$

In U.S. -

Put up posters wiIh appllcaUon fonns for
VISA, MasterCard and other lIatIonal
cretlR canis lIII campus. And 88m up to
$2 for each response. Ws that easy.

FOR SALE:
One United Airline Roundtrip
ticket good for anywhere in the
U.S., Alaska, Canada and
Mexico. Travel must be completed by Dec. 14th. $295
888-9163 Morning or Evening
if no answer keep trying.
FOR SALE:
.
Oneway UnRedAirlines Ticket,
Boise to Oakland. Oct. 25th.
$90.00. Ask for Cindy Smith,
evenings only 336-5975.
One United Airline ticket, one
way from Boise to Chicago on
Nov. 21, 1990. $125 Phone
888-9163 Morning or Evening if
no answer keep trying.
.
AUTOS FOR SALE
seized cars, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes by FBI.
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext C1767.

WITH THE PUSH OF A PIN.

SlGEstJ:ES

Gan

1.....

BlI -.cia • lot of tlma worrying thaI, In Ihe ......
1uI1n, being IIngIa wID be lotally ~
PeotlIpa he 1Penc&. UttJa too muc:h lima worrying.

1037 Ext. 75

RAISE AlHOU$AND
IN
A WE E K
The fundralser that's
working· on 1800 campuses. Your campus.
group .can earn up to
$1000 in just one week.
No investment needed.
Be first on your campus:
A FREE9iftl'ust forcalling.
cal Now

1-800- 765 ..84 72
ExIcIO .

~

Order catalog Today with Vlsa/MC or COD

~

8O!Jc:n~~J4!t22

Or, rush $2.00 to: Rllllrch Inlormltlon
11322 Idaho Ave. I206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Addressers wanted ImmedlIII1lI No experience necessary. Excellent payl Work at
FOR SALE:
bWIla. Call toll free: 1-8001986 Fiero Sport Coupe Black,
395-3283.
5-speed, tilt, air, tape. very
ASSEMBLERS:
clean, great
ga.s mileage,
Excellent income to assemble
71,000 miles. $4,600 bOok
products from your home. 504value. Must selll Make offer.
646-1.700DEPT. P3439
Call Corbit at 345-9708 evenings and.weekends.
Looking for a fratem"y. s0Speedqueen Dryer. Good rority or student organizaCondition $125. Call Phil at tion that would like to earn
$500-$1000 for a one week
345-6793.
HOMES FOR SALE OR BUSI- on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and liard
NESS OPPORTUNITIES
Call Cynthia or
RepossessedVA& HUD homes working.
available from the government Jeanine at (800) 592-2121 ext.
starting from $1 without credit 120.
chedd You repair. Also tax National marketing finn seeks
delinquent foreclosures. Call 1- outgoing, personable students
805-682-7555 ext. H-2151 for to work on special marketing
project on-campus. Flexlbl~
repo list In your area.
hours and excellent pay. No
sales. Call Cynthia at (800) 592Wedding
photography
.
doesn't need to be expensive I 2121 extension 120.
We offer qualRy, professional . New Doner. Earn $30
wedding coverage at pricesthe
Donating life-saving
student can afford. Call us at
plasma. Present this ad and
Sundance Photo to find how
you will be paid $15 following
we can fill your photographic
your Initial donation; donate a
needs: 343-14160r378-45n.
2nd time the same calender
Use the moneyyou11save with
week and you will be paid
us and have a nicer honeyanother $15.
moonl
American Plasma Systems
1021 Broadway Ave. Open
WANTED:
Tues·.;Wed.,
Fri., Sat.
.
Judges for BSU's InvRational
9-5 p.m., 338,0613
Debate Tournament. November 2 & 3rd. Starting PayEarn $13 Donating Plasma
$6.00 a round. College or High
If you haven't donated plasma
SChool Speech &lor Debelte In the last thirty days, you will
experience. Contact Kevin
be paid $13 folloWing your
Patrick 342-6257.
donation.
HELP WANTED or TRAVEL American Plasma Systems
Christmas, Spring break, Sum- 1021 Broadway Ave; Open
mer TRAVEl.FREE. Air Cou- Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.
riers needed and cruises hlp A-5 p.m., 338-0613
lobs.· Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. RIDE NEEDED:
)=-1434.
.
Need occasslonal rides to
and from Wood River
.VERIK-Alishifts available. Valley(Ketcoom HaileY area)
contact Kathy or Jean
WIIIshareexpenses. 338-1830
344-6131.
ask for Bryan.
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JILLSOn
COLLEGE R9'1ROLOOY FOB THE WEEK
OF OCTOBER B. 1990 BY JOYCE JILLSOn

ARIES (March 21April 19). If restless urges make
it difficult to sit in class, plan a
trip for the coming weekend.
With your ruling Mars in
Gemini, you need variety in your
life. Besides, there are a few
touchy moments at home around
midweek and a getaway would
be refreshing for all who reside
at your address. There are
wonderful partnership possibilities on Thursday. Chats with a
friend, lover or teacher are
inspiring, but so is helping
someone younger than you.
· Stay organized so that the
exciting new beginnings all
around you won't interfere with
your duties.
TAURUS (ApriI2QMay 20). Avoid talking about
money on Monday and'Tuesday,
if possible, and don't finalize a
job arrangement or career move
if you want it to be long term.
Friday and Saturday, however,
are excellent money and job
days. On Wednesday, your
sudden romantic interest in a
classmate might be unrealistic.
Stay home Thursday night to
receive an important call. Shop
on Friday, keeping practical
needs in mind. The moon is in
· your home seclOr for the
weekend -:"' fussing about the'
house, mo~ing furniture or
cooking for friends makes you
happy. This is a good time for
studying, too; your grasp of
· fundamentals is sound.
GEMINI (May 21June 21). Many feelings,
including rebelliousness, are
interrupting your concentration.
Haul yourself off to class
anyway. Wednesday is a lousy
shopping day - no matter how
good something looks, pass it
up. Mercury in Libra is creative
for you; if you can't get off
campus for some fun on Thursday, fmd a friend and write a
song or play. The weekend is
great for off-campus jaunts,
making new friends or going to
themo~es.Takesometime
away from the books Friday and
Saturday; give yourself room lO
breathe deeply. Your concentration returns 0/1 Sunday, at least
long enough to catch up on
work.
CANCER (June 22July 22). The world seems
awfully noisy Monday; you just
want lO pull the covers over your
head and sleep all day. Tuesday
is a better day, and Wednesday
is better still, when the moon is
in your sign. Home is the best
place to study and strengthen the
bonds of friendship or romance.
Do all your shopping by
Thursday - keep your wallet
firmly shut on Friday. Write or
call those at home on Saturday;
parents have some news. A
female friend is a big help now.
It's easy to gain weight while
Jupiter is in Leo; .oddly enough,
it may be your lover who most
tempts you to break your dieL
LEO (July 23-August
22). Monday is your day in
class; all kinds of terrific
adventures await you. A friend

can help clear up foggy areas in
difficult subjects. You should
help out where you can on
Wednesday. Let Thursday be
your day of making contacts; do
all the calling, planning and
writing you can squeeze in.
There's a power aspect on
Friday that could backfire if you
aren't careful about what you
promise and how much you
spend. The weekend is full of
activity. With all the lively
action in your house of friendly
fun, you'll need lO remind
yourself to study.
VIRGO (August 23September 22). Your leadership
is called for first thing Monday
morning, whether or not you're
in the mood. ThroughWednesday, you'll be busy meeting one
kind of obligation or another, but
that's O.K. because it's all part
of your plan. On Thursday you
get good news about money,
perhaps a surprise bonus you'd
forgotten was due. Friday, and
most of the weekend, the moon
is in your house of meditation,
so let everyone else supply the
energy and just ride along. A
former love or some emotional
situation from the past has
resurfaced with every enjoyable
benefits. Perhaps family
connections are unlocking the
doors to your future.
LIBRA (September 23October 23). Mars is in your
house of higher education now.
You're first to class this week,
especially on Monday when you
could have a really wonderful
discussion-type argument with a
brilliant teacher. There's much
to be learned from such verbal
exchanges in the next few
weeks, and your mental skills are
honed in the process. On
Wednesday, you must fmd a
diplomatic way around the ego
of an authority figure in order to
get what you want. The weekend begins on Thursday for you,
with lots of plans and invitations,
A chance to get out of town
looks good.
SCORPIO (October
24-November 21). Sharedassets
.and liabilities are the focus early
in the week. You could have
quite a go-round with roommates
over household expenses. As
long as you're trying to manage
sensibly you're ahead. Mars in
your eighth house sometimes
gets you into money trouble,
which is very distracting when
you're supposed to be paying
attention to book work. From
Wednesday on,lntellectual
experiences are foremost,
You're not as interested in the
party life as many of your
friends are. A romance now is
with a serious student.end you'd
rather spend evenings with those
who share your interests.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22-December 21);
Ask for help on Monday. Mars
in your house of friends and
lovers means that people are
making an effort to get closer to
you. You can find a great tennis
partner as well as plenty of free
advice these days. Don't risk

good friendships by borrowing
or lending money. A student
loan, however, might work out
for you. On Thursday, take part
in discussion groups. The time
is right for defming your longterm goals and establishing
lasting relationships. Saturday
is fine for couples; you need
someone very athletic and
enthusiastic who can keep up
with you.
.
CAPRICORN (December 22·January 19). Whatever your background, it's
working to your advantage now.
Don't back talk the big guys
Monday. A cloudyjnood
Wednesday can be blamed on
the planets, but you may feel
like blaming your roommate
instead. Intimate relationships
are tough for Capricorns right
now. Diligent attention to detail
pays off Thursday with a
compliment and a good mark
from a tough teacher. For some,
a sweet secret is shared this
weekend. Use the sensitive
intellectual vibrations of Sunday
for special talks, reading and
writing that put you in touch
with personal ideals.
AQUARIUS (January
20-February 18). Practical
shopping and money matters can
be handled nicely Monday. The
trouble you get into with
landlords or other authorities
around the full moon time is a
misunderstanding, and chances
are your lover or roommate
speaks up in your defense. Lots
of Jnvitaticnscome with ihe full
moon, too. All of this Libra
influence over the next few
weeks brings special intellectual
pleasure your way. You might
discover a subject or field that
you hadn't known about before
and become enthralled. Special
opportunities come to language
students.
PISCES (February 19March 20). You might actually
be early to your first class
Monday. So many opportunities
are available that you haven't
time lo worry about the rather
aggressive person in your home
situation who's needing Y9u. A
Scorpio is the perfect tutor and
. friend this term, If you lend
money this week, be aware that
it's very unlikely you'll get it
back. The emphasis in Libra
strengthens your eye for
research; dig into background
material for term papers.
You're also very passionate
these days. Accept some of the
many chances to meet new
people this weekend. Talk to
those at home on Sunday.
(C) 1990 Tribune
Media Services, INC.

COME ON ••• TRICE THE
BRITI
ROUERTISE IN THE
U. NEWS
345-8204
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Tickets Continued From Page 1

Warthen continued from Page 1
campUS thatwooldallowvictir!ts
to phones.
call Corbelp.·
.
"I do not think security issues
"'There is not one single light be- . should be dealt. with froinspecial
fees. It should be in the general
hind Student Health, where theonly
pay phone on University. Drive is budget," Warthen said.
"Money bas appeared for the blue
located. The phone booih is next to
turf, the Simplot-Micron building,
bushes and isvery unsafe," Warthen
the Science and Nursing building,
said.
Warthen also cited poorly marked the new technology building and
the remodel of the Hemingway
crosswalks and only two stoplights
Center, but security has remained
as safety hazards on University
the same," Warthen said
Drive.
A special $2 fee to be used for
"It annoys me that we have a
freeway running through the Uni- campus safety is charged each semester for full time students. The
,~'. versity," Warthen said.
"The only two places where there fee was first collected last spring,.
and $15,200 has been raised so far,
is a light to cross on University
Drive are both away from the main according to Associate Vice PresiSteve
areas on campus where people park," dent of Administration
Schmidt.
Warthen said.
S t eve
She
said
Schmidt said
worn
e n
$14, 526 of
should
not
"There is absolutely no
the revenues
have to carry
reason for arming sturaised are
their
keys
dents in my view. It will
going
tosticking out
never happen, because it
ward 28 adbetween their
has to come through my
ditional
fingers as a
office," Keiser said.
lights around
defense
campus.
against being
The lights are
'..
attacked.
"Sixty-year-old women should located around the VocationalTechnical Center, the Bronco cennot have to be afraid of continuing
their education. Noone should have ter and in a line from the MaW
to be afraid while getting an educa- Geology Building to the Specials
Events Center, according
to
tion," Warthen said.
When asked if he thought rape Schmidt.
Additional funds are being held
and violent crimes against women
were underreported, Keiser said no, in reserve to help Boise place lights
only one rape occurred on campus along University Drive. Schmidt
said the city could request matchlast year.
"They're not reported because
ing funds for the project and the
university wants to have the estithey don't happen,"Keiser said.·
"I happen to hear about most of mated $5 to $6 million available if
these problems, and I just haven't
necessary.
heard about that (rape)," Keisersaid.
Emergency.
phones costing
,~.".. Warthen said she knew more than $2,248 are scheduled to be installed
one woman who had been raped on a trial basis, Schmidt said. One
who did not report the crime to the phone allowing calls within the
police.
Boise area is currently located on
In Idaho a woman enters a rape the greenbelt behind the library
center for help every four hours, parking lot.
Warthen said she was told it
according to the Idaho Network to
took close to five minutes to relay
Stop Violence Against Women.
....
But rape is only reported to the the signal from the phone to an
police in Idaho at a rate of one every emergency service.
two days.
ASBSU President Eric Love,
"Obviously not all rapes, or even while disagreeing with guns on
mostrapes.arereported,'
said Betsy campus, agreed with Warthen's
Thomas, Director of the University
funding concerns.
ofIdaho Women's Center.
Warthen said she will postpone
National figures estimate that at senate consideration of the bandleast one out of six college women gun bill until Oct. 30, to allow uniwill be raped. This translates into versity officials to show good faith
over 1,000 rapes involving Boise in dealing with campus safety
State women at the lower end of the problems.
"If I and the students I represent
scale.
A second point of contention for aren't satisfied with the university'S
Warthen is the sourceoffunding for actions I will have no choice but to
campus lighting and emergency
introduce this bill; Warthen said.
i~

'II
}' "
.

By Diane MacEachern '.
Given the increasing
number of oil spills we're experiencing, as well as the threat of an
"oil war" in. the Middle East,
wouldn't it make more sense to cut
America's dependency on petroleum altogether?
The most
straightforward-and
attainable-.way to do so is through increased
energy efficiency, particularly
where gasoline is concerned.
Using energy more efficientlyoffersmanybenefits.
Every
galIon of gasOline burned creates

Those tickets sold for$11 and some
students felt the tickets should be
given to them.
.
"Some students were really understanding," said Estell Mi1Ier,
Union Station, "but others were reo
. ally rude about it"
This weekend starts a series of
road trips for the Broncos, but they
return to home turf on November
10th when they take on the University of Nevada. In an even bigger
game the following weekend, the
Broncos will face old-time rival
University of Idaho.
Be forwamed! If you want tickets to the last two home games,
particularly the fight between Boise
State and Idaho, get your tickets.

ROTC Continued From Page 1
trial training practice finished, the
14 new participants advanced to the
real challenge - a 66-foot wall.
The descent was breathtaking in
the skill and bravery required.
"It was fun after you got through it, "
said Jennifer Morris, "I want to try
the 66-foot wall again."
Other ROTC activities this year
include rifle marksmanship, land
navigation, map reading, study of
radio communication, individual

movement and drill.
"These activities give members a
basic' grasp of what the army is
about before freshman and sophomore ROTC members go through
the next phases that make them a
member in the army," said Quinin.
Those ROTC phases take place in
the participants' junior and senior
years. Then they wiII start making
money:'

tection Agency,
Dr. Clayton Nichols, representing
the U.S. DepartrnentofEnergy, said
the federal government should be
responsible. He feels improvements
are being made and added, "Federal
sovereignty is rapidly eroding in
terms of exempt status."
Bill Walker, business editor of
The I daho Statesman, reminded the
reporters to check out the facts behind statements and statistics. For
example, Karl Tueller, from the
DepartrnentofCommerce, said that
personal income in Idaho was up
9.2 percent. When asked to clarify
this statement Tueller said this statistic referred to the month of August 1989 in relation to the month of
August 1990. Such oversimplified
statistics can be misleading.
Although such statements as
"growth in personal income" and
Idaho's "immune" status from national recession sound wonderful;
reality may be something different.
As Walker pointed out, Idaho ranks
44 in the nation in terms of percapita income. Also, when you

compare the statistics for personal
income growth over the last 10
years, with the statistics for inflation over the last 10 years, you find
there has actually been a reduction
in personal income.
The Idaho Press Club also discussed strategies for influencing
changes in Idaho's open records
and open meetings laws. To
strengthen it's case for stricter legislation, the Press Club is looking
for citizens who have been locked
out of governmental meetings.
The conference ended with a banquet and an eloquent guest speaker.
Perry Swisher, a current member of
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission, and a seasoned newsman,
spoke about current trends in the
news business. Swisher said he bas
witnessed an erosion in the content
of news coverage. He urged reporters to look beneath the surface of
official statements and discover the
real facts. Swisher also said he wiII
be returning to the news business
when his IPUC term expires in
January 1991.

about 19 pounds of carbon dioxide cording to the Safe Energy Com(C02) emissions. Since C02 is the munication Council, getting an adprimary culprit behind global . ditional six to seven miles per galwarming, wringing more mileage
Ion would save the United States an
out of every gallon of gas may be amount of oil equivalent to our
the biggest way to curb what is also c::urrentdaily oil imports from Saudi
known as the greenhouse effect
Arabia, Kuwait' and Iraq comHigher fuel-efficiency
bined-roughIy 1.9 million barrels
standards would also lead to re- of oil per day. As for the costs to
duced oil drilling and shipping,
consumers,arecentEnvironmental
protecting fragile coastal environProtectionAgencystudyconcluded
ments from oil spills and reducing
that boosting the efficiency of new
our dependence on imported oil, cars to 40 miles per gallon (as OJ)currently accounting for at least 40 posed to the current average of28.2
percent of. the trade deficit Ac- mpg) could save car owners more

than $200 a year.
What You Can Do: This
fall, the Senate will consider legislation to require new cars to
achieve an average of 40 miles per
gallon by the year 2000, witti light
trucks averaging 30 mpg in the
same time frame. Urge your senator to suppon immediate passage
of the Motor Vehicle Fuel Effi~
ciency Act of ·1989 (S. 1224).
Write: Senator (Craig, McClure),
Washington, D.C., 20510. (From
Tips ForPlanetEarth, Washingtola·
Post Syndicated)

through a trial run first.alsoat'Iable
Rock.
"All the trainees have to practice
several times before they go through
the actual experience," said Quinin.
"I've been through the repelling 14
years now; it's always scary coming off the bottom."
Experienced trainee sergeants
stationed at the bottom and top of
the wall checked
for safety
throughout the process. Once the

Press Continued From Page

1.

poor planning. When a reporter
pointed out that Blaine County did,
in fact, have an economic plan,
Jaquet said the plan was shelved
and not followed. " You must have
political wil1 to implement plans,"
Jaquet added.
Karl Tueller, deputy director of
the Idaho Department of Commerce,
said the state is "very discriminating" about the kind of businesses
they invite in to the state. He said
some companies interested in Idaho
were not willing to meet environmental standards. "If they can 'tmeet
thestandards,wedonotwantthem;
we do not need them."
Liz Paul, representing the Snake
River Alliance, talked about the
disadvantages of one employer with
a record of not meeting environmental standards, the federal government. Paul said the federal government is the largest polluter in the
nation. She said the federal government bas built-in legal protection such as exemptions from state
and local laws as well as exemptions from the Environmental Pro-

